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.of deactivating United States aircraft that are bombing Vietnamese 
territory." [See World Outlook April 8 for more details.] · 

The proposals of the Cuban delegation met with a frosty 
reception, according to all reports. The following account, which 
we have translated from the April 1 issue of Le Drapeau Rouge, the 
official publication of the pro-Moscow Belgian Communist party, 
indicates the attitude of the Khrushchevists: 

"After Zhivkov [First Secretary of the Central Committee of 
the Bulgarian Communist party] spoke, Comrace Hart took the. floor 
in the name of the Cuban Communist party. His speech was received 
rather coldly by the audience, to such a degree that it was neces-
sary -- certainly to give Comrade Armando Hart Davalos the feeling 
of not being isolated -- for Brezhnev himself to give the signal" ·· 
several times for applause. 

"Armando Hart began by expressing the grat.itude of .t:t;i.e Cuban 
people to the USSR for all it had done and wa.s still doing in behalf 
of the Cuban Revolution. After rejecting Peking '.s accusations _--on the 
'little aid' given by the USSR to North Vietnam, he voiced an evi-
dent truth: unity is necessary in all the problems of the·struggle 
against imperialism but above all on the key point -- But 
he then generalized by proposing adventurous, irresponsible solu-
tions: 'Let's assure the development of the revolution.inevery 
point of the world; let's bring forward the revolutionary violence 
of the masses,' and other expressions having· only a verbal-character 
because they do not at all take into account the internal situation 
in each country but tend to· impose on· the peoples, .·from cutside, a 
revolution which they might not yet want. These are pseudorevolu-. 
tionary phrases that move away from the revolut.ion and even end up. 
by relegating· to a secondary·-1evel. the. number one objective of the 
moment: to assure victory to the Vietnamese people and to save world 
peace. But this extremist language nevertheless did not prevent 
Comrade Hart from finally appealing for action to coordinate efforts 
in behalf of Vietnam 'so that the country becomes a cemetery for the 
American planes.'" 

The distance separating the bureaucratic delegates at :.this 
congress from the revolutionary outlook of an Armando Hart can be 
judged_ from the following small item included in the same report 
by Henri Laurent, the )1oscow correspondent of Le Drapeau Rouge: 

'"It.is to be noted that the name·of General de Gaulle was 
applauded.two times during the speech made by Waldeck Rochet."-
(Rochet is the head of the French Communist party. ) · · · · 

The truth of is: that the 9oldness displayed by the gather-
ing to the. Cuban proposals were mor'¢ proper to renegades and trai-: 
tors than t·o people in· charge of running the country. The defense 
of the Soviet Union is very much involved in the aggression being 
carried out against the Vietnamese Revolution by American imperial-
ism. The failure of the Soviet government to react adequately to the 
situation seriously weakens the world position of the Soviet Union 
and increases its vulnerability to possible attack. There is a 
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.deadly -parallel 'betvrn:en the present :attitude of the Brezhnev-Kosygin 
team and Stalin's reaction to ·:Hitler as the Nazi· repr-esentative ··:o·f-
German imperialism began expanding across the European continent. 
Stalin signed a pact .with tlie·.German· dictator.:.in the interests of 
"pe·ace. 11 want a "pe·aceful coexistence·" deal wi t_h .: 
Johns·on. . .j 

- I : 

The truth is that the Cuban delegation conducted itself in a 
res-Cra·ined way and only suggested the absolute· -minimum ·:in :the :way of 
sending aid to· the Democratic Re·public of V±·etnatn. 

The Cuban propcsal is all the more realistic in view of the 
pres:ent disarray in t:t.e camp <rf: Saigon. If Hanoi's position were now 
strettgthened to the necessary degree', the dange.rous war. that. has· been 
escalating in Southeast Asia could be quickly extinguished thro.ugh 
the revolutionary action of the people. This was what the Cubans 
were talking about. 

They should be supported to the hilt and.appeals should be 
made to the Soviet people to put the pressure on Brezhnev-Kosygin 
to reconsider their short-sighted attitudeQ 

. ; 

WASHINGTON'S DILEI'll'·IA, 

. . -

"President Johnson is in a foul mood..this Easter Sunday, 
apparent for alL to see:," Douglas Kiker wro.te. in: the: April 10 New 
York Herald· Tribilne. · The ·re·port from· Texas·:: is that Lad-y Bird, 
and Luci'':tve.r.e dre,ssed· in the·ir Easter finest. for :the head. of.·. 
the is .wearing a· scowl wreathed in·a: ill tempero" 

Johnson went to Texas to soak up a little sunshine but_acold 
front hit the state about the same time as the president, "clouding 
the· skies: and chilling. the.: days, and, almost exactly duplicating the 
gloom of unc.e:rtainty and apprehension that is hangi..ng low over the 
LBJ Ranch. 11 

The trouble -- as everyone knows -- is Vietnam. What to do? 
The April 10 New ·York Times-- boiled it doim to a three-word caption 
under a close:_up ·photograph· ·of Ky and Johnson at Honolulu last 

three words were: "KISS ·OF DEATH?" 

·, - · From these cryptic words, it is _not clear whether the· Times 
means ki.ss of death for Ky or kiss of, death. for Johnson. In the 
long run it will certainly turn out that the famous Honolulu embrace 
did the political health of neither of them any good. 

The Pentagon is now growing very impatient with the politica_l 
situati.'on in Saigon. The military strategists have a very or, 
more accurately, simple-.-minded solution; just move in .and . 
run the :whole ''That; is what ,is being debated behin<i_, the · 
scenes·," ·Times cio!'respondent James reported· in a.- Washingt:on . , ;. 
dispatch [April 10]. The trouble with that is -- what becomes of al·l· 
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_the propaganda- about being in Vietnam. -at the- request of the_ Saigpn. 
government and just: t·o- ''advise"· and,- -":support": it? . · 

Of course, the' American .troops could _pe- pulled- ou-t as- even a 
sect-or of the Saigon _:f,orces:: _._are now demanding-.. .But ·· 
not get out without accepting defeat and abandoning every principle 
it fought for in the fir3t place ... " 

. . ....... 

On the: othe_r, hand: ::use all power without. risk-
ing more opposition from the Buddhists, ·t'ne North Vietnamese and· Com-
munist China," Heston declared. . . . . 

Another ··alternative ·is to ·dump Ky and try to· save the junta_.: , 
·That is· the· 'inspirati.on<of the moment. But "a new coalition gpvern;-
ment. might want "end the war by: negotiating an- arrangement with . _ .,-
the {In the April 10· -"Week ·in Review"· sectio;n o.f. the 
New York Times.] Of all the alternatives, the one most dreaded by----
the Johnson administration is being forced to stop the war. What 
would happen to.the stock market! 

_ .. ,. 
'. . . 

I.f, by some miracle, another puppet .can· be ·found· ;by · 
the barrel, what guarantee is there that he will prove any better 
than Ky or will last any longer? Ky doomed himself by being a faith-
ful puppet and doing everything his American advisers told him to do. 
Won't the next puppet tend ,tq be a ,little.more fearful about adher-
ing to American advice? But then what g-ood will he be as a puppet? 
Obviously he would _be 

'._;.._:· 

Finally, if- the Pentagon:strategists ·have their way· and 
simply take over.;in- order to.:-.--step.-up the ·bombings mor.e, what{,.· 
guarantee 'is· there that .. the ·American troops will remain 
ated by all:the political ferment? Will they remain content indefin-. 
itely to play the role of mercenaries in an open, undisguised war of 
colonial conquest? · 

-··In the United· States i ,- .won't the American people begin 
to ·get hot under the collar over the colossal size· of Johnso!).'.s , 
blunders and the enormity of his crime in plunging the U.S. a 
war of this nature? 

.:In fact-, ,there ·were -indications··from m8:ny- parts of the country 
that the demonstrationffdn 'Hue, Dana,ng· and Saigon, ·which have_ been · 
sho\i\rn on American television· screens day- after day, were 

that may lead to a new round of demonstrations 
in· the ·The f'eeling'. was that those kids in· the streets deserved 
a big·•h.elping Maybe; ·after the best kind of ·"foreign aid" 
iS' a massive 'tnarch ,d-own Fi-fth Avenue or Main Street!. >> 

_ Small wonder that observers in Washington were "particularly 
last week" by the· "fatigue" t-hat showed in-·Johnson's face. 

·And to cap everything, it-c·ould not ·even' be revealed· what· "religious 
services" the Johnson.' s planned. t.o attend. on Easter. Demonstrators .. · 
from. Austin and San Antonio· were for in orde-r to.- .show · 
up with picket signs at the church door prote·st·ing-- his· in 
Vietnam. 
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"!'" . • .. KY? -- JOHNSON' TSN' T TALKING ; 

By Georg_e<Novack 

·-<.'-1 __ :. '·Since the eruption of the "civil" war within a civil .war" a 
month ago·;_ the formerly voluble leader·s of the war cab:iriet in Wash-. 

_"f:rjom ·Jobns9n to have _had little t_o saY' in public on 
developments in Vie,tnanL comments by Secretary of State 
Rusk have made inanffe'st the: adminfs't:r:ation 's discomi'i ture arid dismay 
in t_p.e face _of the .turbulence its advisers helped to provoke but 

Unable_ to calm or control.. · · · 

... _ ·: ties go back to the Honolulu conference.· 
:LA '.Febr:U?3-t'Y vihere Johnson sought to buttress the Saigon military 
re·gim19' 'bY'· :giving .. his to Premier Ky. The president '"s 
exu.,b_€{r@.t .. of '.the tin-pot general, whose hero is Hi t·1er, dis-
ple·as.ecl -'some.'. ot his- ···own supporters and disgusted his critics in the 
United ;states:. · 

Still worse for Washington, this unconditional commitment 
weakened than strengthened position by· further exposing 
him a. too1' of U oS. imperialis¢. This gave his political opponent·s 
headed by 'the Buddhist monks and ··.all ':the elements. dissatisfied wi:th · 
the .junta an opportunity to stir up anti-American feelings as a 
means of replacing the detested military rule with a constitutional 
government. 

The five northernmost provinces where '.Hue and Danang are-· 
located _is the hotbed of opposition to the Saigon dictatorship. This 
was· refle.cted·'within the ten-man military directorate by the unruly 
attitude bf its most powerful member, the northern commander General 
Thi, ·who had built a base of his ovm. in the military district under 
his c ornmand. 

Ky most of his colleagues plotted to tighten their power 
by oµsti11g :'.J'hi from the:-' junta. According to an account in the April 6 
Ne\v_ York Times, ·independently confirmed by CBS correspondent Charles 
Col11ngwood on his return from.Saigon, when this proposal was brought 
to U. Sc Ambassador Lodge, he "summoned his ni"iSsio.rt"· council, 1f1hich 

the heads of and civilian organizations, to con-
sult op. .. the plano One (fr· two members were >une·asy· about the possible 

was would 
the:: g9vernment · 

"Ambassador Lodge re-vi.ewed Preinier·. Ky the details of his 
p:Lan and impressed. on him the need for presenting a good case for 

act.ion. The Ambassador did not attemp:t ·to dissuade himo" . . .. 

. Ky went ahead, with the dismissal but· was outmaneuvered by 
General Thi and· faction ·1ed by tpe; Buddhist monk Thic-h Tri. Quang 
who had played a major role in bringing· down_·three governments, 
beginning wi tl;l Diem'' s_ regime in ·Nov;e-mber' 1963·. · Thi' s supporters and:_ 
Tri' s organization, spear....:headed by student· committees, .·coalesced 
on a program calling for the elimination of the military junta and 
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the immediate election of an assembly that would draft a 
· tion and, in the interim;· e·xercise legislative powers. They set off 
the anti-Ky and anti-American demonstrations which have exhibited 
such remarkable militancy and stamina in the past weekso 

Since Ky's f:Lrst move against the northern stronghol,d of dis-
content backfired, Lodge and his superiors back not had 
much .luck in ·subduing the -forces they. inadvertently _s.et into motion ... 
As the struggle. against ;Ky. has intensified,· they hav,e· had to change 
tact-ics . in thei_r. ·improvised efforts to . cap the volcano o · 

Their ir:ii tial was to back Johnson's puppet to the 
hilt, urge him to stop temporizing with the opposition, and crack 
down on .. As late: as May 4 _New York Times reporter 
Richard Eder w.r.6.tfo that U.S. officials.ha.d made .it clear that. "Wash-
ington wil1. give .. unr.eserved support to ·::eff;orts by Prem,ier Nguyen .Cao 
Ky _to reasse·rt_ the Military Council's. authority in the dissidept 
city of Danang." While the American representatives discreetly 
tended to keep hands off the internal conflict, they kept prodding 
Ky behind the scenes. · · 

. . 

. The premier was reluctant to for fear he could not 
get away.with· the .repression .. unespi.te , urgings of Ame:rican off.i-
cials," said ,the April 6 New York. Time·s·, ''Marshall Ky did. not move 
to put the anti-government )J;1ovements down .with armed force as they 
began to spread. 'I -do not. :want to any marty:r:s, ' he said." 

"'.'.!. :! . . 

Actually Ky was worried about his own neck. Nevertheless he 
was prevailed.upon to make the attempt. The .t4in veil of U.S. neu-
trality was ripped aside when Ambassador Lodge put eight planes at 
Ky's disposal to transport his tq crush the ,rebels in cen-
tral Vietnam. This intervention in the civil conflict was 
on the ground·that ''we are committed to the support· of the South 
Vietnam government." · 

This move, too,_ resulted in a fiasco .. Faced.with unyielding 
resistance and the prospect of-a bloody encounter whose outcome was 
uncertain, the sawdust .Caesar backed down from his threats to smash 
the insurgents.and their leaders in Danang and Hue and apologized 
for calling them Communists. · · · 

. : : . His conciliatory statements and failure to go through with 
the .. use of force cut down.Ky's prestige so much that his fellow 
generals in.the junta and their U.S. subsidizers now treat him as· 
an expendable liability. What had begun with the dismissal ·of Thi 
now promises to end with the dumping of Ky. 

This development caused the Johnson administration toconcen-:-
trate on insuring the survival of the milit.ary junta, with or with-
out Ky at its head. corr.espondent r1ax Frankel. wrote in 
the April 7 New York Times although officials there. "did not 
suggest any desire to push Premier Ky from the leadership," they 
felt he be able to weather the storm and he could be 
sacrifice.(\.' .in order to save the. junta. That was "Washington Is . prin-
cipal objective." · ' 
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"The military leaders of South Vietnam," .Frankel went on to 
say·, "though pledged to ·yield ev:entually to c.ivilian .·authority, are 
looked on here a.s the .only cohesive :national .. c.apable of·.prose-
cuting the war. Though Premier Ky' ·8- are viewed as injurious; 
the fall of the junta, the officials:· noted, could . be . disastrous c " 

.1.: .' ... 

How-ever, the Americans have to . reckon with the most dec_is.i ve 
forces in the shaping of events in south Vietnam -- the insurgent 
masses·and :their. leaders. The main demand of the demqnstrators con-
tinues to be ··the. ove·rthrow of the u. .;...dominated military regime 
and. the establ·isll.nient: of an ele-ct.e(i The more rad.icali 
among them want no more American interference in. thei_r internal. 
affairs; they want the withdrawal of U.S. troops, and an end to the 
war. 

A.. typicaL. expression of these sentiments. was 
contained in·the.message to.Pxe9;i..dent.Johnson by some ; 

. 5,000 students, teache.rs·and other citizens· who .marched to the u .. fr .. 
consulate in Hue April 5. The message blamed "the United States' -· 
policy of interference .with·t:he domestic affairs of Vietnam as the 
cause o:f alL the_ crisis. "· This·· chargei w.as followed with the declC?:ra:-
tion: .that the-': educators of Vietnam deci_ded .. ·"not to any 
de. facto· .. either military or civilian, that is influenced· 
by the Unit:ed States: to .implement a policy ·that goes against. the · 
aspirations--of the Vietnamese people. 11 

. The application of this test would rule out any government 
Washington would: ·find t:olerable., The U. officials now hope to 
alleviate' the poli.tical: crisis through- a. deal Q.etwf?e!l .. ·.the jµnta. and 
the Buddhist· leaders .followed .. by-·the= antigovernment· forces. Th.is is 
no easy assignment owing to the conflicts between the rival fa..ct-ions 
and the temper of the rebellious masses who have shovm in Danang and. 
else.wher_e are not disposed to compromise but on the 
ab_olitiori of military rule. · · · · ' 

. . . . . . -

In the April s, New York Times: James- Reston o:ut .. -the 
tral- issues in. dispute between tne Saigon 
the Buddhist·:activists ·asi. followsG They conc·ern ''(l) what: south: .. : 
Vietnamese will form ;_a- committe:e to make arrangements for a na:tiqnal: 
assembly to draft a ne-v.1 constitution; (2) who will be represented at 
that constitutional assembly and when it will be held; (3) how the 
delegates will be chosen, by election or appointment, and who will 
do the electing and the _appointing and the supervising of all these things . " · · ·· ·- · · · · 

. Reston reported that Thich -Thi Quang, )lead of the Budd.hist 
Institute of: Religious Affairs, . had sent_ a mess:age to JoP,P.son, . .. ·· , . 
:promising to ··call· off the :demonstrat:Lons in cent.ral ,an(l ··'· 
Saigon if the pr.esident . would support Buddhist--supervised eleq_,ti9ns;,·: 
within three "He also apparently· suggested tha.:t tb,e 
sti tution should have a single-chamber parliament and that there-' .. · · 
after there should be a vote on whether to invite the United States 
to rem:?:in " Rest·ori ironically. comment$ ·that nThi Quang 
is not a timid man." · 
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His bold proposals should·have caused a few shudders in the 
White House;· State Department and Pentag6np They would, if carried · 
into 'effect; transfer the government power in south Vietnam from:.; 
the.: puppet ·generais to elements far less compliant with American: 
demands and commands. Under· pressure from the people, these might 
declare their neutrality and even seek a compromise with the National 
Liberation Front and invite the Americans to leave. 

_Such a measure of·democra.cy· would not be to Washington's tasteQ 
At the moment·tlie.U.So imperialists have no alternative but to prop 
up, if.they can, the military directorate, whether Ky.remains or not 
That has its handicaps. · 

Here is how Reston sees the administration's dilemma. It is 
not likely to get a government in Saigon which has the allegiance of 
the·people 11by supporting the .present government, which presumably 
will not want to·:arrange its own· defeat, and it cannot very well 

the to: go on without hurting the war effort.n 

_ ·The bUm.bles and fumbles of Ambassador Lodge over the· past 
month have not enhanced the administration's confidence in its 
chances-to ·find·a favorable solution in the deepening crisis. This. 
did not deter Secretary of· State Rusk. from ·a reckless in. 
a television ·interview April.·. 3 that the ruling military council 
would still be in power by the time elections were held for the con-
stitutional assembly. 

· This does not look like a good bet· while Americans are being 
beat up and angry young demonstrators are distributing leaflets in 
the he·art of Saigon demanding· Ky's resignatio-n. and the withdrawal of 
American "·· - · · 

In· a dispatch from.Saigon in the April 8 New York Post, Keyes 
Beech controverts Rusk's official optimism in these words: '·'South 
Vietnam is up for political grabs and there is little the can 
do about· its ·tnvestinent here except .. stand worriedly on the sidelines 
and hope for ·the best. Prime Minister Nguyen Cao Ky's 10-month-old 
gover:rune·nt is so seriously weakened by continued Buddhist demonstra-
tions- that it is doubtful it can survive: for long." 

POSTSCRIPT TO· THAT BOMB 

With the recovery. of that H-bo:tnb, dropped over Spain last 
January along· three· other. H-bombs when. a B--52 collided with a· 
tanker plane· during :refuel'ing, .the world breathed easier. Safe. again! 
Or- a:s.· Adiniral Guest,· one>of-.the "bulldog'" type, put it in a phrase 
destined to echo down the· halls. of time.:- "Thank God, we finally _did it! Jt. .. 

Elatedly swinging·'·from hooks t·o drums, the New York T:imes 
crowed editorially [April 9]: 
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"It was also an Qf, im..portance. It permitted 
the population of a whole corn.er· of Spain to breathe more easily, 
got the United States off a most uncomfortable hook, and deprived 
the Soviet Union of a propaganda drum on which it had hoped to pound 
away indefinitely." 

' .; . -
.... ..J\:1.any ·people wi.11 no': doubt .now fee.l; inclined. once more to. t<;lke. 

a complac·ent·-attitude the. H-bomb patrols: which the White ,House 
ke.eps ·in the air.· on a world ..... w:i_c;le: scale twen,ty-four hours of the. . 
Air: accident· ··the :one. in_· Spai.n: is really. Small c_hance .it . : 
will ;.be. repeated .. For study -by such easy-going souls·, we offer .the.· 
.f-0llbwing paragraph,_·: part;·: pf _an; ;article about the for the lost 
H-bomb which= _appeared. i:a. the Jipril_ 3 ?--.spuB. of .the London ·: 

. "The =Pentagon has· lost H--bombs. before; one. still .mis's·µ:ig._ .. , ·:·· 
in the soft earth of North Carolina. But the Palomares bomb is the · 
first to be so pul:>licly_missing. 11 

·.: REAG':['IONARIE.S BOMit OF ANTIWAR COMMITTEE. 
-· 

- t" -- ... - -· ·-
The Berkele.y headquarters of the.· Vietnam, Day· Committee- were 

bombed· April 9· as the!: miritant antiwar group was -:pr,.eparing to 
the scheduli-ng demonstration. Ap;ril 12 .in 

sympathy with the demonstrators in Saigon who have been oppo$ing. 
the puppet Ky government. 

• • •• 1 '"' L '.. i . , . _[ ;_: _[_ . ': -'· 
, · The :J5. a-.m. when twelve persons were 

in the head·quarters;.J Four: of ;:them .were injured:, by. ·;flying glass ,and.: 
one of them received ... were 

•· • t . ' • 

·;:The blast left· a:--1;hree--btr-!ive-foot. crater near the founda-. 
tion, ripped apart the bac;k o:f";the two-story, 14-room ,s:tucco build-
ing ·as well as the side of· the home next door, .-and broke all the 
windows in- 'the· headquarters. and in the houses on either side. 

:This was the sec·ond ·_explosion. of the kind in the Bay .area in. 
··the :past five weeks. On March. 6 a- .dynamite blew the 
national headquarters ·of ,the W .. $ .. B.DuBois.Clubs ofL .its foundation .. 
This group, too, is opposed to the. war:· in· VietnB.Ill·. Md -has partici-
pated actively in demonstrations along with other antiwar and youth 
grouI?,s like .the· You.ng ·Socialist: .,Alliance .... 

The Vietnam Day Committee gained vwrld-wide prominence -last 
year when it sponsored the International Protest Day marches of 
November 20-21 •. The committee also played a key role in the.: recent 

Protest Day. marches of March 
. . . 

Ultrareactionary groups in the United States have been : .. 
enraged over their ·incapacity to organize any e.ffective counter-
demonstrations. Among the· American pe.ople, antiwar sentiments 4ave 
been on the rise, putting the reactionaries-in a more and m9re 
isolated position. Through terroristic bombings they evidently hope 
to. ·compensat.e for their political weakness.. ; .',. 
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THE TRIAL BEGINS- -- THE TRIAL ENDS 

.By.Pierre Frank 

"We are not concerned about what you write and keep in your 
desk ·er-;" Smirp.ov, :. the· judge who sentenced the writers·. Sinyavsky 
and· Daniel, told ·a. meeting of the· -Union· of Soviet Writers where he· 
was to explain his-. sentence.· The-se ·words deserve to go down in 
history. You can thinkwhat you please·but it must stay in your desk 
drawer.' Judge Smirnov has given us the exact measure of the changes 
that have come about in the Soviet Union since the death of Stalin --
a more liberal regime certainly, but not a democratic one. Freedom -
of opinion has its place in a desk drawer. To take it out of the 
drawer,:to try to express it, that r:uns the risk of .years in prison. 

The ruling bureaucrats have, ·1 t fs true,. many reasons ,to fear 
freedom of expression among the writers. We have already given a 
synopsis of Daniel's short story Moscow Speaking. [See World Outlook 
March 4.] Likewise of interest is Sinyavsky's short story, The Trial 
Begins,· which is· included in a-hook published in -·French under the 
title, Le Verglas (The Frost). It was written in 1956; that is, in 
the period immediately following· the death of Stalin. when there was 
a certain ferinent, -before Khrushchev<succeeded in reestablishing an 
equilibrium by setting as the goal ..• -a: ·consillners: society in the 
Western style. · 

The central character of The Trial Eegins is prosecutor 
Vladimir Petrovitch Globov, a conformist to the nth.degree. He tells 
his son: "You're preparing·:to chose a career in law? That·'s fine, 
that's serious .•. But your your· problems, ·let. me tell you, 
are not worth a fart ... One of these screwball notions bothering 
you? You•re still too young· to· -understand anything about· politics ... 
Hold- 0'!1-, you just stuck up for the fornie:r internees. Well,.· believe 
me, I.know a little more; than:.you do· on that subject. They're all 
scoundrels and traitors. And.talking about wages! You'd like· to pay 
a m_inister and a cleaning woman the same thing? Go on, here's three 
hundred ::rubles;. see· if .. you can run :the , government with that·! You 
think those at the top· are dumber. than us?: But while ·you 1 re conjugat-
ing yo_ur German verbs and arguing philosophy, the ones up there have 
f ore·seen and figured everything .. -" · 

We find him in charge of a dossier against· "Citizen Rabino-
vich., gynecologist," for having "practiced an illegal abortion." The 
case brings him to think: 

''He had already .had occasion to indict. a Rabinovich, maybe 
even two or three, in the paste How could he remember tham all? Any-
way, sll these Rabinoviches are petty bourgeois by nature, enemies 
of socialism, everybody knows it, even schnolboys·• are excep-
tions·.of course.· There is Ehre-nburg for :But look at Trotsky, 
Radek, Z-inoviev, Kametiev and the cosmopolitan cri·tics. .. They all 
have a congenital tendency to t:r:eachery." 

Globov's second marriage is to the beautiful Marina Pavlovna. 
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·' ••,.· . 

Nevertheless only something minor is necessary to set ·the·; -- ·· 
drama :!-n mo,t;io.no. It pegins with 8: marital quarrel in the course of 
which. Hari:ha · Pavlovna informs·. husband that' she· hp.s had an·. abor-tion:·· · · · · · · · ·· · : ,. ' · ·- · · · 

.. , . , . _ "The. of an. atom bomb ... surface of the eaI'th 
wiped· ·to_ _·u;n_conscious '· he 
re_J;teCted ·that. he __ dishonored·:] as_ a· apd ;:is, a 
secutor ... " .. Row. cou19,'- ire reproach Citizen Rapinovich, ·when :hi.s own:-. 
wife?:. : · · · . . .· .'. ' _: . · . : . · · .. . \ ' ·· · :_ · · :. · · · : 

.: J 

But_:.t:h'e drama. concerns his son Sergei a:hovei a.11, "a high s'choo.1 
boy w_ho_ .organizes ? "Party" and works· out progr?ID for his- "Party":· .· 

"Cleaning women will get the highest wageso Ministers· will be 
reduced to a starvation pitt?-Uce to prove their motives. 
Taxes, torture·, will- all disappear. Freedom will be t·otal, 
so glorious that no one will again want· to imprison.· ·anyone. and 
everye.ne will. have what hE3 Quotati'oris from Mayakovski will be 
pasted up everywhere along_ t_he, s.treets .... . . . .. . 

The boy _Seryozha and Katia cori.tinu.e .their: discussion· on 
the program. . · · . · · · · . · .. · · .'. · 

"Th. Seryo_zha' s de script.ion .. everything· fell :even·: -. 
more harmon.iously I have: ·saido Orily" one point remai_ned unclear· · 
in.'.Katia's mind: f1ust we overthrow the government i-miriediately by,··'· 
force or wait until the rest of the world has liquidated capi tal:i_srri?· · 
Seryozha advised wai "ting. _for the. world revolution but he B;dmi tted 

al thoµ.gh. pair;tfully' tp.at . t.he g·ov:ernnient wouid still ·:qave 
to be overthr·owno" · · , 

This affair is called to the.· attention of the authori tfes by 
a lawyer, a skeptic, who nonetheless is disturbed to come upon 
"Trotskyism of the 1920 1 so 11 Katia is trampled by the crowd in the 
terrible occurred in_,Moscow after. the death of Stalin. 
Seryozha is having c:ontacts foreign i·ntelligence 
services. Prosecutor Globov rejects the pleas of an old revolution-
ist, the motner of his first wife, for her grandson: "A traitor is 
no. son of_ ,)ni,ne .. o .• " Finally· he get-s .promotio_ri. · 

-,Tr.i8.l _:Be.glns has another cl"imax stands out· even · 
m0,re i.n the· o'f ·the sentence . jus_t given Sinya't/sk:i,.. · The , epilogue'·' 
in reality ·acc1Jrs in a camp 'ori the>river Kolima 'when Sergei, 
the schoolboy, and Rabinovich, the doctor, mee·to .. ·the H6w 
aI?:d why. wa.s to the c_amp? 

.. 
, .. Ttio ., ,- ·:i:q Search ·of. a way<to ferret 

out the most· t_houghts · ari9- ·feelings of the· author an 
idea... . · .. : · · ·- · · · · 

•• ;. ; • :· r ( .r ·. : . .-· . - ·- . 
'.,"If we. ;ft or a/_·special under :eve_r-y;;·· 

: _,. . - . .: :. .;;... .: ·: ., . .. :· L · .. : . . : ·: ; . ,- "I" : • • • • • • 
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.house and gave strict.orders to the porters ·to collect every piece 
of paper with writing on seems a quite scientific method to 
sift tlirough. the crap. ". 

·,,,- -

By this means, the author sqys, a'l.lthori ties found the 
rough drafts of his short story and he was·called before a tribunal 
for "slander, pornography and disclosure of state secrets." 

"I was reproached. above all t-dth not having depicted my posi-
tive characters Lprosecutor Globov, the 'Karlinsky, :Marina, ·.: 
the two plainclothesmen] in the many-sided activities of their call-
ing, but with having posed them as malevolent entities, presented 
to the readers in their most untypical aspects. As for the negative 
characters [the abortionist Rabinovich, the saboteur Seryozha, and 
hi$ accomplice Katia] they obviously received .. just deserts, 
in my slanderous work, but their reactionary basis was not suffi-
ciently brought:out. 11 

. I have. far fro:rrLgiven an exact- idea. of this book, which is 
almost hundred pages long., in which the,- question of "ends" and 
"means'-' is: taken up c-C:>ntinually in different· ways,, and in which 
there are also reactionary tendencies. But what I have sought to 
indicate is that in rejecting "Socialist Realism" and· conformist 
literature with its "positive types" and its types" the 
author gives us a strikingly-true picture of the part of Soviet 
society that he describes: the bourgeois style of life ·and thought 
of functionaries with their minds set on their own adyancement; and 
the rebellion of you;th suffocating in· l.ies who turn sp:ontaneously 
toward ideas in which ·the adult's recqgnize. _the spectre. of 11 Tr.otsky-
ism. "· 

Writing of such acid nature could only.-make Judge Smirnov 
grind his teeth, since his liberalism extends only to the poi:n-t 
that he will not prosecute what stays in desk drawers. The· trial 
ends with a sentence of seven years. 

VENEZUELAN CF BACKS CUBANS AGAINST "BORBA" 

The dispute between the Communist party of Cuba and the League 
of Yugoslav Communists, which flared up again when the Cubans opposed 
seating a Yugoslav delegation at the Tricontinental Conference in 
Jan:U.BP.Y:t: hB:.s resulted iD. some sharp exchanges b.etwe·en publications 
of tJ:te two parties. [See World Outlook April l.] The Communist .party_ 
of Venezue.la ;has also become.involved in the -.conflict. _ · 

Borba, the official Yugoslav publication, declared in an edi-
torial January 24 that acc.ording to reports from Venezuela th.e lead-
ers of the_Communj_st party of Venezuela, hel.c;l_:,in prison since 1963, 
had decided to break publicly with the" FALN [Fuerzas Armadas de 
Liberaci6n Nacional] because they considered the tactic of guerrilla 
struggle to b;e lferrone01fS ·and. harl;Il..ful. " Borba was s.eeking to prove 
that there is growing opposition among revolutionary Marxists in 
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Latin America to armed struggle as the necessary road to power. The 
necessity of armed struggle was the central theme at the Tricontin-
ental Conference. 

In a long statement dated February 12, Hector Marcano Coello., 
the representative in Cuba of the Communist party of Venezuela, 
seeks to refute Borba's affirmation. The statement appears in the 
February 20 issue of the weekly Granma, official organ of the Cen-
tral Committee of the Communist party of Cuba. 

Marcano sees the motivation for Borba's attack in the close 
relation of the Yugoslavs to the official leaders of the Venezuelan 
Labor Federation and in their efforts to woo the Betancourt and 
Leoni regimes. He scores "their cynical answers in response to our 
calls for solidarity with our prisoners, denying their identity as 
political prisoners, and equating them with murderers and thieves." 

Marcano skirts the question of the position of the imprisoned 
leaders of the Communist party, stating that "It is certain that 
nine members of the Political Bureau of the Venezuelan Communist 
Party (Jesus Faria, Gustavo Machado, Pompeyo Marquez, Eduardo 
Machado, Guillermo Garcia Ponce, Hector Rodriguez Bauza, Eloy Torres 
and Teodoro Petkof) have been in prison since 1963. Luis Emiro 
Arrieta died in prison in July 1965, and Alberto Lovera has 'dis-
appeared' after having been detained, and was certainly murdered by 
Leoni's henchmen." 

From this it is not clear what the position of the nine are 
on guerrilla struggle or if there are differences among them on the 
question. Marcano continues: 

"But it is also absolutely certain that a huge majority of 
members of the Central Committee, elected at the Third Party Con-
gress, is to be found in their fighting positions, contending with 
the diverse duties of the Venezuelan revolution. The leaders of the 
guerrilla detachments in the mountains are: Douglas Bravo, member 
of the Politburo, and commanding officer of the revolutionary front 
'Jose Leonardo Chirinos' in Falcon; Gonzalo Cartafio (Tirso Pinto), 
commanding officer of the guerrilla front 'Simon Bolivar' in Lara, 
Portuguesa, Barinas, and Trujillo states; Alfredo Maneiro, command-
ing officer of the guerrilla front 'Manuel Ponte Rodriguez,' in 
Sucre and Monagas states; Argelia Laya, vice-president of the politi-
cal military district 'Argimiro Galbadon'; Concepcion Alcala; Elias 
Valdez; and many others, who, in order to assure their security can-
not be named. 

"The underground movement has a political staff which handles 
emergencies, and a majority of the 80 members of our National Head-
quarters deals with problems of logistics, masses and solidarity. 
Similarly, very prominent leaders of our party, such as Jose Vicente 
Cabezas (Pablo), Liuben Petkof, Gregorio Lunar, Freddy Carquez, 
Baltasa.r Ojeda, Rosendo Paez, and dozens more whom we have not named, 
are to be found in positions of responsibility on the various frontss" 

Besides actively participating in an extensive way in the 
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armed_ struggle, the Communist party of Venezuela is on record on the 
subject. 

"In 1964, after Leoni's election and in spite of his maneuvres, 
encouraged. by the conciliation and vacillation which· had even pene-
trated through to some revolutionary sectors,':' declares Marcano, · ·: 
referring in this oblique way to the internal over· the 
tion, ""the SiXth Plenary of· the Central Committee of the V.C.P. _,, .. 
[Venezuelan Communist party] ratified the.necessity of armed qtruggle 
as a fundamental form of opposition, and demonstrated the necessity 
to oppose and seek the downfall of Raul·Leoni inasmuch as he would 
be another lackey of the imperialists in· tradition of the R6mulo. 
Betancourt regime. · 

''In April o·f 1965, the Seventh Plenary of the Central Gomm:j. 
tee of ·our:Party unanimnusly approved a political tactic, designed 
to unite the entire Venezuelan nation in the battle for the conquest 
of 'A GOVERNMENT FOR·· DEMOCRATIC PEACE AND AGAINST HUNGER, ' which 
would av9id civil war iri Venezue.laaild unite itspeople in the fight 
without-quarter against_ imperialism, and for· National Liberation .. " 

Reiterating the·ai:in of overthrowing "the ·puppet Leoni," :Mar-
cano continues:· 

·"Let it be clear that the leaders of the Venezuelan Communist 
Party, the martyrs, the prisoners in the jails of Leoni and those 
who are fighting on the various fronts, have certainly not 'decided 
to publicly break with the FALN' as Borba. treacherou·s1y states, but 
have proposed to provide the whole revolutionary movement with an 
agile and combative tactic of action and struggle· which -will employ 
all method_s of combat in the overthrow of Leoni, immediate enemy of 
the Venezuelan_ people and, at the same.time, representative in this 
nation:·of imp.erialism. 

11 The armed guerrilla :struggle, supported by other methods of 
mass struggle·,- whether •legal or armed ·or not, not only has 
possibilities ·of success in Venezuela but also its expansion and 
transformation into a mass struggle of all the people is the indis-
pensable premise ·to our liberation. It is possible that it wil·l be 
a hard struggle·, more or less prolonged, that it will demand sacri-

and ·blood.".· Our struggle is inevitable; victory will also ·be 
inevl: table . · · 

"tn a statement·· contained in a message in aa."'1.swer to a group 
of personalities who are propounding the pacification of the country' 
through the abandonment of the armed struggle on the part of the rev-
olutionar_ies, the Political ·Bureau of the Venezuelan- Communist Party 
recently :s:tated:· •Let· them not expect us. to surrender. The peace of 
vanquisher:s· 'and vanquished, persecuted and pursuers which the Betan-
court style mili"tarists desire, will not be possible .. If circum-. 
stances compel us·· to shed all· ·our blood in the struggle, we shall · 

.know how· to do honor to our revolutionary duty.,. This· is not an ,idle 
boast';· you are well acquainted with our determination to fight and 
our unl_imi ted capacity for sacrifice. There will not be real peace 
in our country until cour right:to defend the so.vereignty o.t.:.Venezuela 
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against foreign int:ervention is recognized. We have .made this solemn 
pledge to the martyrs of our Revolution, to Luis Emiro Arrieta, and 
to Argimiro Gabaldon, especially, and we will faithfully fulfill it.'" 

AND SO PROCEED AD INFINITUM 

LAs food for thought, we offer the following translatiOn of 
Robert Escarpit's column in the ·April.7 issue of the Paris daily 
Le 1'1onde6 The original title is "Series Gigones."] 

* * * 
When .I was a child, I liked to muse. over the box of a certain 

brand of chocolai;;es .that showed a.little girl holding a box of choco-
lates on :which you eould see a: still .smaller girl 'holding a box of ... 
chocolates on which ,you could :9ee •. .;and so on to where I imagine.<;l ·r-. 
could see an atom of a little.girl hoJ..ding an atom of chocolate. 

A similar bit of revery occurred to me when the announcement 
came about the success of Luna .10 -- the Earth revolving around the 
Sun; .the l'foqn arounq .. the Eartrr; Luna 10 around the ·Noon.· Why not 
continue and imagine a tennJR ·-ball revolving around Luna 10 ., a pea> 
revolving around the so on down to an elementaryparticleq 

. . . . . 
This principle of fleas on. fleas is commoner than-you 

think, The general wants Europe autonomous in the world, France 
autonomous in Europe, the regime autonomous in France, the general_ 
autonomous in the regime. The series seems to stop there but who 
knows what the general is·debating in his mind? 

_ As for the Americans, who so ingeniously fit a rebellion 
inside an insurrection and resistance inside a revolt, the limit for 
them; I believe, will not: be reached until nothing remains but a. 
desert, liberated at last, and their conscience awakens to tell 
them : "Go home ! " 

BUSINESS AS USUAL 

The missionaries sent by Johnson to implant the .American Way · 
of Life in Vietnam are- doing a first-rate job. The Army's Special · 
Forces the jungle-trained fighters in green berets have been 
doing a booming business selling blood-stained "Vietcong battle 
flags" heroically captured in·hand-to-hand struggles. 

Trouble was ... overproduction. Saigon police arrested a seam-
stress who had thirty new flags of the enemy in her possession. 
Turned out she was delivering.an order to the.green berets. The 
"elite" trampled the freshly sown fla,gs in the mud and sprinkle.d · 
them with chicken blood. Pric·e? A mere $25 each. 
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NKRUMA.H' S DOWNFALL -- ITS MEANING· ,AND PORTENT 

By Henri Valin 

Friday, February 25, 1966, was a day of great reJ01c1ng among 
imperialist and bourgeois circles the world over. Imperialists cele-
brated the downfall of the African nationalist who had led the first 

struggle of a colony in Black Africa for independence, an 
achievement that set, a· chain reaction ending in political inde-
pendence for nearly all the Afric_an s_tates within ten years --- Kwame 
Nkrumah. 

As a leading theoretician of Pan-Africanism, Nkrumah again 
and again voiced the anger of the African nationalists over the 
rep-eated crimes and conspiracies of imperialism against the peoples 
of Africa -·- when wa.s murdered; when Ben Bella ·was over-
thrown;· when Iari Smith got away with his Unilateral Declaration of 
Ind·epehdence for. a white settlers' regime in . Southern Rhodesia 
against the sham ·"resistaricen and "boycott" organized by the "Labour" 
imper_ialists_ in power in London. 

_ Nkrumahis book Neo-Colonialism -- the Last Stage of Imperial-
ism, which was· published last ysar ,- met with an angry public response 
from Go J.VIenrien Williams, Assistant Secretary for African Affairs in 
the-U.S .. State ·Department, because of its indictment of the role of 
American capital in consolidating the economic stranglehold of 
imperialism over Africa ci,:fter most 'areas had won independence. A 
loan granted to Ghana was·even ·cancelled due to the outcry in Wall 
Street over the bbok. 

The rejoicing of· the world-:bourgeoisie was due not only to 
dislike for Kwame Nkrumah. The London Sunday Times [March 6] car-
ried a.headline, "Ghana Swings_to the West." The generally well-
informed Paris daily Le Mende declared [March 4] that·the "National 
Liberatior;t Council,,. installed· in power through the: February 25 mili-
tary putsch was preparing to restore industry in Ghan3 to private 

In fact, what began that day in Ghana was to all intents 
and purposes a counterrevolution. 

Revolutionary socialists have many criticisms to make of 
Kwame Nkrumah. They are quite able to analyze the reasons why his 
policies led to his own downfall. But they are not so factionally 
blinded as to fail to recognize a when they see 
one. Their duty is to oppose it and intransigently'fight against it 
whatever the shortcomings of the regime it seeks'to toppJe .. For 
olutionists all over Africa, February 25 was a Black 'Friday indeed-!: 

A Reactionary Putsch, Not a Popular Uprising 

imperialist press has printed all kinds of false stories 
about a-_ ''popular uprising" that is said :to have topped Nkrumah's 
regime.' flothing is further from the.truth.iNkrumah was overthrown 
through a reactionary military putsch carried out by the Second 
Brigade of the Ghana army which was staffed'by members-of the Ashanti 
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tribe, of late more and .more hostile to Nkrumaho 

It seems established that British and ·.American imperialis_t 
circles, as CIA and .the British Secret.Service, conspired. 
with the in bringing Nkrumah downo_The former head of the 
Ghana Service.,,:. one Khow Daniel who was dismissed 
from_ his .. job. by Nkrumah .and who has lived in London since 1961, 
boast.ed.-publicly of his part in the conspiracy.· On returning- to .Accra,. 
he was demonstratively put in jail for having given the game away. 

Terins ·do not exist sharp enough to· denounce· the role played 
by the "Labour 11 imperialists· .at the head ·of the British government 
in bringing about Nkrumah-' s -downfall. These gentlemen are .. agains.t. 

if it is directed at Ian Smith's tyranny .in · 
Southern Rhodesia. As "humanitarians" they shudder at the verY: 
thought· of an .armed uprising against the inhuman fascist dictator-
ship crushing the majority of African inhabitants· of the Union of 
South Africa under Verwoerdo But high diplomats, army officers and 
spies under their orders have calmly employed force to overthrow one 
of the few governments of Black Africa whose claim to be "socialist" 
-- in :iJhe_sense of the reformist welfare Social Democracy -- was not 
completely unfounded.·, · 

: ·Heading the bourgeois state machine iri Britain and administer-
ing the affairs of British imperialism, the .leaders _of the Lab.our 
party.have participated in some of the most shameful actions.of 
world impeI'ialism in the .past eighteen months .-- the Belgian para-
troop attack against the nationalist government of Stanleyville; the 
U., S. imperialist ·aggression against the Vietnamese revolµtion; tP.e· 
toleration of Southern Rhodesia's Unilateral Declaration of Indepen-
dence behind the smoke screen of a fake "blockade." 

Why Did the Putsch Succeed? 

For some time Nkrumah himself had fe.l t _that an imperialist 
conspiracy directed his regime:· was underway. He issued pub-
lic warnings about it. Several attempts were· made ·to assassinate · 
him. During one of them he had to use a gun in.self-defense, so lax 
and unfriendly had the police· become around ·him. As one c.o:nspiracy 
after another .was uncovered and publicly exposed, the world bour-
geois press sneered at his "persecution complex. 11 Events have shown 
that these warnings were only too well founded .. 

-However, the real conspiracy that bro'ught Nkrumah down was 
not the military one, of which he seemed to be expectant for some 
time (in July of last year he dismissed Major General Ankrah,·as .. 
deputy chief of staff, holding him to.be a security risk, and this 
February he warned.parliament against the increasing role ,of the 
army in African politics). The real conspiracy was. the catastrophic 
decline in the: .. price of cocoa during the past .sevenyears to nearly 
one-fifth of. what _it was. in the late fifti.es. From a peak of £352 a 
ton in 1957-58, the price dropped _to £180 ;in 1963-64 and down ·tp as 
low as .£75 last summe·r, a:fter which prices picked up again. 

The decline in the.price of cocoa came after a ·period during 
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which "they were encouraged: 'by the. manufacturers: to expand their 
production, with the tnat they could c.ount on prices 
between £200 and £250 a ton at least up to This July, Ghana's 
main Crop coc"oa for shipment between.August anp_ Sep:tember was beihg:. · 
quoted at £87':10.s .. ·a ton. But the c.ountry has·;already ploughed many 
millions o'f pounds into improvement· schemes and" disease 
all the effort and investment earned a nil retur;tL" (The Economist, 
October 2; 1965.) 

Now Ghana is mainly a cocoa exporting country. Its economy 
has all the sh6rtcomirigs flowing mbhoculture -- its fate hinges 
essen:tially on the price of cocoa._ When prices started to slide, the 
currency reserves built. up to £200 million dµring· .the forties and 
fifties began to-·. melt away (they were ddwn to a few million pounds 
at the t·ime. Nkrumah. was overthrown) o Ghana's e_conomic development 
plan·, based on the assumption that cocoa earning$: would atno:unt to . 
£100 milli.on annually in,_ the -·1.ate .- sixtl.es, including 1970, ·was upset 
when earnings stagnated around· £70 million. . . 

: ' . . ; . . . . . , ...... , 

- S:ince Nkrumah .did· to revise the seven--year plan 
(among ·other reasons,· precisely in order to ·overcome the. dependence 
of the country on a single crop!), deficit financing was resorted 
to on a wider and wider ,. the deficit .rising to £40 m_illion 
for the 1963 budget. This in turn meant ·increa.sed inflatio:q, rising 
food prices. and mounting :scarci tie;s' fri some goods like yams and 
knives .. These deve·lqpments, opposite. to the expectations 
of the pe.o:pJ.e who had voted Nkrumah frito ·:power and who had as.soci-
ated" indep:e11dence with ·the:_ hope: o_f increasing ,standard 
of li vi11g' the general cl.imate' of· pol'itical unrest in which 
a conspiracy like the one organi'-zed by ·the.·officers on February 25 
could succeed. ' · · · 

It is true that the price of cocoa rose again after last 
summer .. But it did not re.ach the price of £200 a ton sought 
by the Ghanaians. It is al.so true .that 'the catastrophic decline was 
caus·ed not only by the manipulations of the· big chocolate trusts in 
Britain and the U.S. but.also by overproduction dµe_to a vast expan-
sion . of output in countries other· than Ghana.· Nev·ertheless l t is 
significant that' within. a few days after Nkrumah "'s fall,· :coC_oa for 
deli very in March-May· 1966 ··was ·quoted on the· London exchange· at . 
£178:9s. a ton. As late as F_eqru.ary ·20 the quotation was £160. In 
any case the damage had been done. The collapse of the price of · 
cocoa bankr.upted the Ghanaian exchequer, reduced the standard of 
living for, the Ghanaian ·and ended. in the collapse of _Nkrumaho 

"Welf.ar:·e SociaI:ism u in a Neocolonialist Framework 
·;_ 

. ·Ghana's economic structure was a queer mixture of 
soci-fl.lis.m" _of, the type in Weste.rn Europe and typical rieocoTo- · 
nia1:ism. S1:lch _a combination h(;lrdly seems possible -- until 
sideration ·is brought in that the per capita gross national' prdduct 
in Ghana in 1955 was three· times that of· Nigeria and nearly ten times 
higher than that of India -- the remarkable figure of £165, which 
appe.ars, to _b_e equal to or a.bove. that of Turkey! 
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· >filhiis;·high income was mainly due to a long-term rise in the 
price of cocoa and an effective cooperative system that eliminated 
most of the middleman's profit in the wholesale trade and export. 
A government. Gocoa Marketing Board bought at a fixed price all the 
coc.oa .. planted' for the market· by the Ghanaian peasants.. In addition 
to the.· Cocoa Marketing Board; a strong cooperative system was 
develope.d by the. United Ghana·Farme:rs.Council, and a state sector 
was opened in, agri-cul ture, the State Farm Corportion holding 105 
farms covering 80,000 acres by the end of 1965# This area vms 
schedul:ed to· be;··-·!ezj)anded to 220., 000 acres by the end of 1969. Mainly 

.. were to be grown in this sector . 
. . - . _ f. ··-1 

.<However:.,L:alongside these forms of state intervention in the 
economy:, which·were· obviously in the interests of the peasant 
and· in general, there. is a predominantly 
vate seC:.t·or in agricu1 ture. This includes not only independent small. 
peasant·ff ovm·ing their own piece of land but also middle peasants and- -
farmers exploi·tingf labor power on a large scale. Many cocoa growers 
use migrating sharecroppers from neighboring countries (Togo and 
Upper Volta), through a system called abusa under which the share-
croppers receive one-third-of the crop and the proprietors two-
thirds. * -- -- i· --

Industry, banking and international transport display a 
similar combination of "welfare socialism" and typical neocolonial-
ism. The Nkrumah government made an effort -- a costly one -- to 
free the country from dependence on the .. big shipping and 
airline conapanies. An independent Gha.'11.aian airline com-
pany (Ghana Airways) and a Ghanaian shipping company (Black Star 
Line) were :developed. A large number of state-owned mining, banking 
and industrial companies were also set up. (In cases of nationaliza-
tion, handsome compensation was paid to the former owners.) 

But alongside these government enterprises, quite a number 
of Ghanaian businessmen started up private concerns of their own, 
especially in consumer goods. With the assistance of French and 
West German private capital, Ghana built a large textile 
Italian capital helped build an oil refinery which makes 
sufficient in this field. And the biggest industrial scheme, the 
£70 million Volta River Project and the £36 million Valeo aluminum 
smelting plant, to make the country self-sufficient in power and 
aluminum, are completely dominated by international capital (the 
two big American aluminum outfits, Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Cor-
poration and Reynolds Metal Company;·. as well as vario"Li_s i::1.terr:.a-
tional banking corporations like the International Bank for Recon-

*Nkrumah vms readying a new agrarian reform that would have increased 
the sharecropper's proportion and at the same time take away half of 
what the landowner traditionally received, a part going to a National 
Collective Productivity Fund. Besides this, an Agricultural Develop-
ment Fund would loan money at low interest rates to the poor peas-
ants, freeing them from the grip of the usurers and moneylendersu 
Thus two main sources of profit for the rich fa.rmers and ville,ge 
bourgeoisie were threatenedo Nkrumah's ]J.our had obviously struck. 
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-struction and Development, the Export-Import Bank of the British 
etc. ). . · .·. · · ·· . 

'rhe latest report· of the World: Bank gives the total capital. 
investment in Ghana since 1959 (including government loans and aid) 
as £80 million from Great Britain, · £40 million from· West Germany,. 
£30 million from the U.S., £10 million from France, £10 million : 
from the USSR, £10 million from Poland and £2 million from Chinao 

There is ·therefore no doubt about the basic·· structure of 
Ghana's economy being neocolonial. But it is true that within this 
neocolonial framework, the masses enjoyed a higher standard of liv-
ing than in the.other African count:ries,·not orily thanks to.a more 
developed economy·, but thanks to the. 'many social reforms car-
ri-ed out by the Nkrumah regime, . such as free education (the number 
of pupils in primary schools rose from 154,000 in 1951 to 1;480,000 
in 1966), free health service, state insurance, the exten-
sion of the piped water and full emploY:ment. 

From the Stone Age to "Scientific it Socialism 

On this hybrid but basically capitalist economic structure, 
Nkrumah erected a no less hybriq politiqal regime and state powerp 
the basically bourgeois· nature . of was to tragically assert 
itself against its founder in the ·end. · . . . 

Kwame.Nkrumah broke very early with the first political party· 
of ·the Ghanaian bourgeoisie, the "United Gold Cast Convention, 11

· :and 
established his own popular "Convention People's Party, 0 .which 
received a large majority in the British-controlled general elec-
tions. There appears to be no reason to doubt that ·this party had 
the genuine allegiance of the masses of simple peasants and urban· 
workers and that it moved continually towards the left. It should 
not be overlooked that Ghana was the African country with the 
largest number of British-educated bourgeois entrepreneurs and 
middle-class intellectuals and administrators .. Much of the hate _:·for 
:t-.l"'krumah displayed.by the imperialist press for years was really an 
expression of solidarity with the top layers of the Ghanaian bour-
geoisie whom Nkrumah largely eliminated from the.direct exercise of 
political · 

Did Nkrumah thu:;3.succeed in creating that strange animal, a 
brain child of Nikita Khrushchev and other leaders of the Soviet 
bure.aucr.acy, the lfnational democratic state,'' a creature neither 
flesh nor fowl, neither a bourgeois nor workers state-, as proclaimed 
in the new party program adopted at the twenty-second congress of 
the Communist party of the Soviet Uni.on? Unfortunately for them, 
events have once again confirmed that the ·"dogmatic" Marxist theory· 
o.f·the state continues to be much more serviceable in.seeking to . 
understand current: developments in Af::rica than· any of the revision.:.. 
ists' "new" discoveries. 

It is to be understood, of course, that any progressive 
nationalist, and all the more so a revolutionary who set 
out to build a workers state in a country like Ghana would face 
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enormous difficulties.,. The count-ry is a caldron of. conflicting social 
· of them· closer to· t_he age of stone than the jet. plane. 

The tribal chiefs who control most o-r · the more backward of 
Northern· Glj.ana rose up in strong opposition to the.government· when 
it soug:tit- to -·introduce ... compuL£fory primary -schooling. f-or . 

turned away from the ·pErnpie :in the· time:_ of· .British rule_i,· and 
used ·as·too;J-s:-·by the imperialists toi.maintain the±r .dominat_im:i over 
the ·these chiefs· seve.rai t·imes c.ame :into. s.hl;lrp c.onfli.·et- with 
Nkrumah, especially t-vhen .the· central government sought to end their 
domination in local affairs by setting up town and city councils. 
They- 'were· also dissat.isf'ied at being kept out of the_ central govern-ment.·· · · .- ·· 

. Beside·s, the rather numerous British-educated· bourgeoisie-,·:and 
inte;11€ctuals, independent Ghana inherited from the Gold Coast _.col-any 
a complete system of army and state administration whi;c'.h remai:ned 
practically intact throughout the entire· period of Nkrumah's .ruLe. ·. 
In a spec_i_al_ supplement to Africa and the World, a magazine pub-
lished -in Lohdon a political line identical to that of Nkrumah's 
Conve.ntion People·• s party,- the· editor Douglas Roge·rs. commente;d. ap · 
follows on the military putsch·: · · .. 

"When.Ghana bec.ame independent, .. it had to take over a colonial 
army trained and led by British officers ... After independence; Ghana. 
had to take the old colonial administrative apparatusG Many of 

officials had had years of loyalty to the British colo-
nfcl:l They constituted a· privileged middle class, like ·the 
army officers, and they strongly resented Nkrumah's struggle to 
create democracy· and social equality in .the country. Some of them 
were with chi-e-fly families who have ·retained a ·smoldering 
resentment· at· the introduction of modern local government, with 
municipal ·arid town coti:ricils, increasingly assuming the power previ-
ously vested in the traditional chiefs. 

''As 'the socialist, democratic revolution grew and spread, 
there remained an underlying for 

-'J)he,analysis is fairly correct; but the conclusion is a half 
truth which.hides the central facto ·It is precisely because the 
revolution had not grown to a point where it became socialist, where 
it destroyed the economic power of the propertied class, where it 
overthrew the old, imperialist..;.iristalled state machine, that the 
"potential for counter-revolution" could be so easily used· to bring 
down Nkrumah·! 

Douglas Rogers seems to miss a decisive point. What is to be 
noted in Nkrumah's downfall as well as in the earlier downfall of 
Ben Bella is precisely failure of all attempts to reconcile 
irreconcilable class conflicts, the failure of all to 
"build socialism" without. a ·_workers state that has previously: · 
destroyed ·the bourgeois state machine, the failure to find ffii. "Afri-
can road_ to socialism" based somehow on national solidarity and 
class collaboration as opposed to the classic Marxist-Leninist road 
of revolutionary class 
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Whe:n Rogers states that Nkrumah was unable to eliminate the 
.. Sandhur:st-trained officers of. the Ghanaian army, because that would 
have meant '·'instant armed resistance," he forgets that by leaving_ 
them' in charge of the army nothing was gained. They final:ly rose 
against· Nkrumah anyway, and in_:the meantime the masses had 
demoraliz.ed. Wouldn't it have ·been better to meet them in -a trial . 
of strength at the time independence was won, when the mas_s moveme:q.t; .. 
was:· -risilig and buoyant and could have swept away any resistance 
attempted by a few hundred neocolonialist-minded officers?: 

·.Wasn't it Nkrumah's policy to try to conciliate the- backward:, 
reactionary tribal chiefs in relation to his "welfare socialism"? 
Wasn't there even a blueprint announced in June 1965 to set up a 
national cirgani:zation of chiefs ."and include it as :part of the_ govern-
me:nt party, the Convention People's party? Wasn't the same concilia-
tory policy fo11owed towards the native bourgeoisie and· foreign 
imperialism?: Wasri. 1 t this :the root of the evil? 

··Nkrumah was undoubtedly the· main spokesman of reyoJutiona::!:'y 
nationalists in .Africa who wanted to unify the continent. He stood 
up strongly against most of the political schemes and plots imper-
ialism hatched in Africao But his attitude towards the neocolonial-
ist stooges· and reactionaries heading the majority of African states 
remained contradictory at besto · 

On ·the one hand .he o.ffered asylum to many revolutionary exiles 
from .neighboring countries or South Africa who struggle 
for the of ·their peoples. Tb..e Sawaba movement of the 
Republic of Niger, the.Kamerun guerrilla fighters,-the outlawed 
left opposition of the-Ivory Coast, ·and various national organiza-
tions of South .A:friea- had their headquarters in Ghana. Guerrilla 
training camps were opened on Ghanaian territory for several_of: 
these movements. All this speaks in favor of NkrumahQ 

But on the other hand ,·.-he sought to unify Africa not by means 
of a revolutibnary mass movement from below but by cementing together 
the various existing states with their -- in most cases utterly re-
actionary! - ...... governments, armies and high plundering 
their respective treasuries. And that, of course, was contradictory 
to the highest That the reactionary governments of Africa 
ganged up against Nkrumah was more or less inevitableo That he suc-
cumbed again and again to their blackmail because he wanted to 
"unify Africa" with their help and assistance was a tragic mistakeo 
At the latest "summit" meeting of the Organization of African Unity 
in Accra, he even agreed to their demand to expel the foreign poli-
tical refugees from Ghana. Before he could keep his promise, his 
enemies eliminated· him from power. 

In addition to these historically futile attempts to win 
reconciliation from his irreconcilable class enemies, Nkrumah 
fered from an· overdose of paternalism in his attitude towards the 
Ghanaian peopleo Again it must be stressed that the task of building 
up a mass movement along genuinely revolutionary-socialist lines in 
a backward country like Ghana is extremely difficulto National and 
tribal peculiarities must indeed be taken into account, and ways and 
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means found to express socialist ideas in a manner that catches the· 
imagination of the people. 

But -considerations of this ·nature can in no case j"ustify the 
systemati·c us.e· of the mystique of the leader· cult which Nkrumah cul-
ti vate:d around his ·alleged role as "osagyefo" (redeemer) ·of the coun-
try. This was combined with ever-increasing bureaucratization of· the 
Convention People's party, of seve·re repression of t·rade-union auton-
omy, of rampant corruption among the government and party function-
aries; of growing p.rivileges to the party and state bureaucracy. (The 
cras·ses-t case -was that of Minister Edusei 's wife ordering. a· gold {!) 
bed to be· paid for out of the public exchequer. There is no doubt 
that Nkrumah knew about the corruptfon of most of his ministers, and 
that he was both unable ahd unwilling to eliminate this disease, 
perhaps-because he·also participated in it.) Such a policy., based 
upon lack of confidence in the masses, could :only heighten the apathy 
induced by the unfavorable change in the. economic climate. · 

From Permanent Counterrevolution to·Per:rriarient Revolution 

For·more than eighteen months now, the African scene has gone 
from bad to "vmrse. The overthr.ow of ·the ·nationalist Stanleyville 
government by Belgian paratroopers and Tshombe ''s white mercenaries; 
the military coup that overthrew Ben Bella; the elimination of the 
Communist party and all from the ·civilian government 
in Sudan; a series of military coups d'etat in the neocolonialist 
states controlled by French imperialism like Dahomey, Central Afri-
can Republic and Upper Volta; the -vmy Ian Smith could get away with 
his Unilateral Declaration of Independence; and now the overthrow 
of Nkrumah., all po·int in the· same direction·-- a seemingly uninter-
rupted wave of counterrevolutions is sweeping Africa .. Only the mi.li-
tary coup in Nigeria can be listed as a partial exception. That this 
·wave is not yet over is indicated by the fact that after Nkrumah·' s 
dov·mfall, Oginga Odinga, leader of the left wing in Kenya., was dis-
missed as vice-president of the country and expelled from the govern-
ment party, the Kenya African National Union, which he had helped to 
found. Sekou Toure in Guinea, Modibo Keita in Mali, Nyerere in Tan-
zania, and even Nasser in Egypt, feel insecure. As for President 
Obote· of Uganda j he escaped Nkrumah's fate a few weeks ago only by . 
striking first himself and putt-ing nearly half his cabinet in prison. 

·Without doubt what is involved in this wave of ·colir:i.terrevolu-
tion is a con;sidered imperiali:st ·plot, in which both the GIA and the 

service play their role, to stein the tide of the· 
African ·revolu-tion before it undermines the foremost strategic and 
economic positions held by imperialism in that continent -- the 
Rhodesian copper belt and the South African gold and diamond fields. 
The:systematic way.in whic4 imperialism isable to organize these 
coup·s, with virtually complete passivity on the part of the Kremlin, 
is at the same time a severe indictment of those forces that have 
clai_med "peaceful ·coexistenc-e" is possible on the basis of the pledge 
of imperi_alism not tb export, _colinterrevolution. 

It is significant that some nationalist leaders are trying 
in their own way to draw some le·ssons from Nkrumah's fate. Nyerere 
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__ made a public appeal for amplification of the African revolution 
and not to be frightened by the temporary victory of the counter-:-:·_ 
revolution in Ghana. In a resolution adopted by its national coun-
cil meeting in Bamako on March 15-16, the -National Union of Workers 
of Mali called on the workers to defend the fruits :of their revolu--
tion at all cost, and urged th.em to organize workers'_militias in. 
the workshops, construction sites and-other enterprises. This is 
certainly a step in the right direction. 

Basically, the imperialist move to reestablish rule by direct 
stooges rather ·than to be satisfied with preserving economic power 
under -the administration of popular nationalist leaders, reflects 
desperation in the £ace of historical-trends. It demonstrates that 
the margin for conciliation between the fundamental interests of 
world imperialism and the nationalist masses of Africa, fighting 
for independence but still lacking clear socialist consciousness; 
has become narrower and not wider. 

From the:viewpoint of imperialism, it is-a thousand times 
preferable to exploit the wealth of a sernicolonial country through 
the instrument of a popular nationalist leader of the bourgeois 
(Nehru, Sukarno) or petty....;bourgeois (Nkrumah, Nasser) type, than 
through the rule of military stooges like Suharto, -Ankrah or Ky, 
who have no durable mass base in the c01mtry at all- and who can : 
only sooner or later provo1ce mass uprisings which are much more 
costly to keep-in check (look at Yietnam!) than underwriting -nation-
e.list leaders with a mass following. 

If imperialism nevertheless feels compelled to put these 
stooges in power everywhere, it is because_it believes too much is 
at stake and that the chances of African nationalism developing even 
under petty-bourgeois leaders are too great. The call for a Pan-
African army to wage war against t-he white. settlers' Southern 
Rhodesia -- wh:i.ch would-have been only -a stage towards war against 
Verwoerd's apartheid -regime -- _is certainly not unrelated to the 
decision of' imperialism to do away with Nkrumah. 

- - -

These c'ounterrevolution_ary coups can succeed o-nly if the 
masses are relatively apathetiq __ _. a condition for which the nation-
alist -leaders themselves often bear the main responsibil:ity (as in 
the cases of Ben Bella and Nkrumah). But the apathy cannot last. The 
African revo-lution historically is on the riseo The s-ocial and econ-
omic factors feeding the revolutionary process are becoming stronger, 
not weaker. It is only a question of time until sqme striking suc-
cess of the revolution will break the series of-counterrevolutionary 
victories. 

Such a success could in turn become the -starting point of 
a process of permanent revolution,- neutralizing eighteen-months of_ 
permanent counterrevolution, provided that the lessons of these 
defeats are correctly assimilated. The balance ·sheet o.f these 
eighteen months shows the historical failure of the petty-bourgeois· 
nationalist leaders, who, while paying lip service to socialism and 
while taking some genuinely anti-imperialist measures, ;un-
able, to destroy either the state machinery or the economic props of 
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neocolonialist power, _both in their mm. countries _(lnd in Africa, 
because they feared to mobilize the masses on a broad scale and to 
organize them democratically. 

The masses, who will rise again, must learn to arm 
therb.selves·and to root out officers and army cadres groomed by 

They learn the: need to. expropriate the foreign and 
indigenous capitalists; to ·destroy the bourgeois- state ·apparatus and. 
to· set; ·up a new state· of the'ir _own, ·a state of the workers and poor. 
peasants. They ·m1ist learn how to establish the historical contiriui t-y 
between tribal communism and modern communism. They must learn to see .. 
that Africq_ will b_e united no.t by a hodgepodge of emperors, 
bourgeois_presidents and neocolonialist stooges, but by the.fighting 
masses,· ·from below, and ori: a sociaiist basis. And they must learn 
that to achieve results, it is necessary to· build revolutionary-
socialist parties, based ··on-:the body ·of experience. as.sembled·in 
scientifiG socialist theory, -by-passing those who want to them 

dead erid of soinE? odd-type "African socialism." 

Under these conditions, the revolution can make a sensational· 
comeback, even in Ghana, in fact especially there! 

March 20 , · 1 966 

MORE SPECULATION ABOUT CHE GUEVARA 

In an article in the New York Times Magazine of April 10 
entitled "Whatever Became of Che?" Paul Hofmann compiles the current 
rumors concerning the ·whe-reabouts of Ernesto Guevara. Hofmann is 
unabie to add essentially new-to the speculation .. He men-
tions the ve·rsion about Castro having had his· comrade-in-arms impri-
soned or executed but to discolint ito While Hofmann seeks 
to avoid arty·hard:_and.:...fast conclusion, he· seems ·to· lean to the 
hypothesis that Guevara: ·is ac·tive on some· revolutionary front but 
perhaps has political-differences with Castro .. 

No doubt Hofmann has availahle ·the best ,p,ossible sources of 
information in Washington. He ·reports that all the inte11·igence 
networks, including the Soviet and' Chinese, "appear to be profes--
sionally piqued" that Guevara could "slip into the unknown" and get 
away with it. All of' them -are doi.ng their utmost to crack the mystery 
but without success so far .. · · 

Noting Guevara's great ·popularity ·among youthful revolution-
ists throughout Latin America he quotes "Franci.sco'," a young gradu--
ate :of Santo Domingo University who belongs to_ the June 14 ffovement: 
"Che 'is the purest· of. the pure." According to Hofmann, "Young intel- · 
lectuals like Francisco," study Guevara ':S 'Guerrilla War' a:nd 
sky's wri_tings .. " As for himself, Hofmann did not find Guevara to be 
very sympathetic. He considered Guevara t·o ·be arrogant and -- natur-
al'ly ,:,,.._ a bungling Marxist dogmatist. Such a reaction, .however,. 
speaks well for Guevara ·who seems to havff courteous enough not : 
to express his Own opi:nion of this bourgeois journalist. -
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ADOLFO GILLY, FIDEL CASTRO AND THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL 

By Joseph Hansen 

One of the targets in Fidel Castro's January 15 speech attack--
ing "Trotskyism" [see: World Outlook February 11] 'j was Adolfo Gilly,, 
author of -some·informative and perceptive articles in the Monthly 
Review.on the.guerrilla movement in Guatemala and on developments in 
Cuba o These· ar.ticles have been much admired among North- . and Latin-
.American -radicals. 

In.the .April.issue of the Monthly Review, Gilly replies_ to ._ 
Castro, at the same time offering his· ovm estimate of the Tricontin.-:-,. 
ental Conference which ended with Castro's controversial speech. The. 
editors_ of the Monthly Review, Leo Huberman and Paul :M •. Sweezy,· in· .. 
thesam.e: number of. the magazine weigh both Castro's appeal for united 
action against imperialism and:· his· violation of that appeal in de-.· 
nouncing "Trotskyism." [See World Outlook April 8.] They also indi-
cate certain differences with;Gilly. 

• A : ;_ ••• : :·. :_ 

Actually, Gilly's reply to Castro takes the form of a sharp 
counterattack that raises broad new questions. His position: 
fore well worth examining in determining the framework of the dispute 
and in coming to grips with the central issues. 

First of all, at the risk of considerable oversimplification, 
let me state what appear to me to be the principal positions as they 
have been deve-lop_ed up ·to: this 

(1) In·his January 15· speech, Castro charged that "Trotsky-
i teg.fl of the .:'.'Fourth International" .have: been the ·"main spokesmen 
in ·the imperialist campaign of intrigue and slander against Cuba in 
regard to the· :case of comrade Guevara, 11 going so far as to state that 
Guevara is dead· murdered by Cast·ro ;· ·that "Trotsky-i te" agents have 
infiltrated the TIR-13 [Movimiento Revoluciona:rio 13 de Noviembre J 
guerrilla forces in Guatemala, the·reby ·leading them into isolation 
from the masses; and that, in general, "if Trotskyism represented at 
a certain· stage ari erroneous position, but a position within the 
field of political ideas, Trotskyism became in later years a._vulgar 
instrument of :imperialism and reaction." 

(2) The United Sec.retariat of the Fourth International in. an· 
"Open Letter" to Fidel Castro [see World Outlook February 18) 
that in every single "fact" cited by Castro to bolster his charges, 
the· publications and personalities invo1ved have nothing to do with 
the· Fourth International. Included·among these is Juan Posadas, 
quoted ·at some length by Castro, :who heads a small group that split 
from the Fourth International:in.1962 but which makes the fraudulent 
claim that it 'constitutes the Fourth International. 

The United -Secretariat cited the consistent support given to 
the Cuban Revolution by the ·world Trotskyist movement ·from the begin-
ning and point.ed to the res:ponsible way in which ·it handled the 
announcement of Guevara's departure .from the public scene in Cuba_. 
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The "Open Letter" stressed the Stalinist origin of the slan-
de;!'s repeated by Castro, .and asked him to make a rectification; or, 
if he ·preferred, five lea.ders of the Fourth International·were pre-

-.pared to argue the G_harges with him before a people's court in Cuba. 
Castro has not yet to the challenge. · 

: ( 3) On the other. hand, Adolfo Gilly holds that Castro has be·.:... 
come a virtual agent of the conservatiye-minded Kremlin·bureaucracy; 
.that. as a- ·result of this he eliminated Guevara from the leadership 
of the Cuban Revolution, openly espoused the line -of peaceful coexis-
tence, cut his links ·with the Latin-American revolution, and attacked 
the Guatemalan guerrilla movement, the socialist vanguard of Latin 
America, in.a slanderous 

·The. Tricontinental Cop.ference., in Gilly's opinion, was a 
"failure." J:t :"began with a. d:tsloyal and distorted attack on the 
Chine$e,. u_sing- ri.ce· as a pretext; and· ended with the ,approval of a. 
text ·with :no ·politic al value, .full of;· gene::r;alized declarations,. and 
constituting a fraud on·the responsible revolutionary·movement." 

·- · ·.(4) The editors of tlle Monthly .Review _hold that the situation 
is much more complex and contradictory than Gilly.pictures it. In· 
their opinion the Tricontinental Conference was a "great historic 
achievement" insofar as it. "laid to rest once and for all the illu-
sion of peaceful.coexistence between imperialism and its victims;" 

. They cons:Lder Fidel . Castro to. rstill be a sincere revolutionist 
·al though they . i:;;Q.ink his .. attack 0Il rfil..:13 WaS "ugly and perhaps OminOUS e II 

They take issue with Castro's assertion that Trotskyism is an agency 
of imperialism,·,pointing out that this: was the "accusation ·which pro-
vided the rationalization for the Soviet purge trials of the 1930's." 
The "malice" in. this attack originated from some of Castro's advi.s-
ers, they believeo In their opinion Castro acted in ignorance and 
they suggest that he take time out to study the history of the move-
ment. Deutscher' s biography of Trotsky, they· indicat_e, would 
be a good work to begin with.· 

They agree with Gilly that the fate of Che Guevara -- along 
with economic-conditions in Cuba -- will play an "important part" 
in determining the outcome of the present situation. 

The- Mystery Around Guevara 

Both Gilly and the editors of the Monthly Review stress the 
: importance o.f the Guevara affair. The statement by Huberman and 
.Sweezy -on this question carries all the greater-weight because of_ 
its restraint. It is worth quoting in full: -

- . . . 

"In his final speech to the Conference, Castro said that 'some 
day mankind.will learn all the facts .. That will be· the day when the 
villains wil.l see that comrade Guevara was :not murdered; each of his 
steps will be fully .known. ' Let. u·s hope so, and let .us hope that· tbe 
day comes soon. For Fidel should be under no illusions that only 
imperialists and their agents are interested in Che's fate. More 
than anyone else, even more than Fidel himself, Che has come to 
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symbolize. all tnat is best, all that i·s pure, all that is beloved in 
the.Cuban Revolution, a great historic event which belongs not only 
to seven. million Cubans but to all people of the .Americ.as and- · 
indeed to all mankind. If, as some charge, anything untoward has hap• 
pened or should happen to those responsible (and that would · 
necessarily include all who knew and kept silent) will be forever 
dJ.sgraced; A Cuban regime guilty of such a crime would lose its 
mor"al ·authority and' either. would be replaced o:r would degenerate 
into· a po1ice state. In.the latter case, of the worst bureau.:.. 
crat_ic elements would rise to the top and do whatever was demanded 
of them by their more powerful counterparts 

"On the other hand, if the official Cuban story about Che· 
turns out to be correct, if he reappears as fighter 
and theorist elsewhere, and if he retains his close ties to Fidel 
and his other former comrades ·in the Sierra Maestra, then the bonds 
linking the Cuban and· w_orld :revolutions will be_ strengthened and the 
chances of ·a favorable· evolution ;inside Cuba will be immeasurably 
improved. Is Fidel Castro aware of-the real issues at stake- in the 
Guevara affair? And does he realize that every day' _s delay in clear-
ing up.the mystery brings anxiety:and doubt to honest revolution-

everywhere and joy to-theirenemies?" 

Gil1y repeats an argument first. raised to my knowledge in an 
article I wrote in The ·Militant of January 31') 1966; i.e., the dis-
proportion in Castro's attack on "Trotskyismo" If the alleged agents 
of imperialism were utilizing Guevara:t:s: absence from the public scene 
in Cuba inorder to-damage· the -RevoltitioD;and to disrupt unity in the 
struggle· against imperialism, why· didn·' t ·ca·stro anm·1er in the easiest 
and most devastat:ing . way possible --: by re_adiD:g a. letter· or message 
from Guevara greeting' the · Tri!continental Conference if he ·could not· 
personally "t?·e prese.nt: this very important gathering? · 

Giliy goes much further than this He 
asserts that."it is completely clear that one of the conditions of 
this alliance with the Soviet leadership and of this Conference was 
the disappearance of Guevara from the Cuban _leadership." 

As to the form of .Guevara's disappearance, Gilly quotes with 
apparent approval the opinions of Juan Posadas, whom· he character--
izes as "a leader of the Fourth International." Posadas is "con-
vinced" that "theyu have "assassinated him, or that :n·e is incapac-
itated or confined.c."-

Perhaps Posadas has special sourQes· of i:q.formation. The rather 
broad selection of choices.he_Teaves the reader, however, would indi-
cate that he is engaging in mere speculation like mariy others. He 
excludes only that Castro might be telling the truth about Guevara. 

Why does Gilly.cite Posadas· as an authority? We do not know. 
But he weakened.his own autb.ority· in the field of Latin-American . 

by not taking_ the.opposite course and helping to 
puncture the fraud:that the· Posadas group constitutes the 
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International.* 

As Gi·lly sees it, Castro has gone over to the Brezhnev-
Kosygin ·team and their line of "peaceful coexistence." This required 
sacrificing Guevara, who, in contrast to Castro, if we are to 
lieve Gilly; .. _ held to the line of world revolution, the same line as 
the "Guatemalan guerrillas program" and "the position of the 
Chinese. " It would seem that Gilly is even tempted to i:µiply that:_ 
Guevara might have been moving toward the camp of Po.sadas. He in-
cludes a footnote quoting a conversation between Guevara and the 
followers of Posadas in Cuba on April 15 1965, in which Guevara 
allegedly told -them "that very soon all the works of the revolution-
ary, Leon Trotsky:, would be published in Cuba. 11 Guevara is 
alleged to have said, .. "The Communists· call me a_ Trotskyist and you 
Trotskyists call me an adventurero" Likewise: ".Very soon we· will 
sweep out all these conservative bureaucrats." 

It seems dubious that Guevara would discuss such matters in. 
this way with the Cuban follower·s of Posadas. Guevara took the 
troubl·e to· gain a ra·ther accurate picture of the world Trotskyist 
movement as a whole, not hesitating to check with first-hand sources. 
He was well aware of the claims made by P.osadas and discounted them, 

Lest there be any doubt as to Guevara's own stand, up to the 
time of his last contact with real Trotskyists (in North Africa) he 
had not espoused Trotskyism although he displayed a fraternal atti-
tude to its representatives as he did to other sincere and dedicated 
revolutionists. 

Gilly assumes -- assumes is the right word --- that differ-
ences of a most fundamental kind arose between Castro and Guevara. 
As to hard evidence of these differences, Gilly offers very little. 
No articles, no speeches, no declarations. -This, of course, is easily 
explainable as due to the absence of established procedures in the 
Communist party of Cuba for the expression of conflicting views. 

The explanation, however, does not remove the difficulty. If 
differences arose between Castro and Guevara,. what were they exact-
ly? We are left with little but deductions and unfortunately 
Gilly, I am afraid, is guilty of this, too --- the deductions tend 

*As an ultraleft faction in the world Trotskyist movement, the 
Posadas group at first sought to win a majority through an. internal 
discussion. When it became clear that the project had little .hope 
of quick ,success, Posadas simply called together representatives .of_ 
his own faction and-proclaimed the·meeting to be a "world congress 
of the Fourth International." The faction set up duplicates of the 
top bodies of the Fourth International and even issued publications 
counterfeiting· the official journals dmm to the style of typog-
raphy.' The venture could-not have played into the hands of the 
Stalinists better if they had conceived it themselves; and they 
have put it to good use, particularly in Cuba. 
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to fit preconceptions.* 

If we check the fields- where differences might have arisen, 
these are not nearly as great; or profound as the fields of.agreement 
between. the two leaders. For instance,.· Guevara stressed the fact·or. · 
of·mora1'e, of revolutionary fervor, in the matter of economic incen-
tives. His opponen.ts pressed· the· virtues of material gain .. A con- · 
siderable public debate was conducted on the subject. Castro tended 
to sid.e with Guevara's opponents but certainly did not reject 
Guevara's· ·Views.· 

A sharper difference that was not made public may have aris,en 
around some ·of Guevara·• s speeches in North Africa, particularly 
about certain -"socialist countriesn taking economic advantage of 
others through the.mechanism of the world market, and about the duty 
of giving full and free material·aid to the peoples struggling for 
liberation. If these remarks were interpreted by the Soviet bureau-
crats as referring to Moscow, complaints may well have been sent to 
Havana to which Castro responded. This is a· 1egitimate·· deduction 
inasmuch as·Guevara did not agairi appear in public upon returning 
to· Cuba. But ··there is no solid evidence ·to indicate that more than 
tactical differences might have arisen between Castro and Guevara. 

As to the area of agreement between Castro and Guevara, it 
is·only necessary to check their public utterances. They see eye to 
eye oh a whole range of issues, not the least ·Of them being insis-
tence on the primacy.of armed struggle in .seeking to conquer power 
for the revolutionary forces. It was not without reason ·that Castro 
from the very beginning of his movement displayed the greatest per-
sonal confidence in Guevara ·by consistently asking him to take the 
most· difficult and t·rying ·assignments .. Guevara displayed equal con-
sistency in accepting them. ·Until ·there is hard evidence to the con-
trary, Castro 1 s·assurarices must be given due weight and not :Si:mply 
be brushed aside.as unworthy'cf credence merely because it would 
fit in better witli::this :or· that 

And.what if it turns out that Guevara's disappearance is due 
to.some kind of monstrous, as·yet unexplained betrayal on the part·· 
of Castro? The editors of the·Monthly Review have stated the con-
sequences: "A Cuban regime guilty of such a crime would lose its 
moral authority and either would be replaced or would degenerate 
into a police state. In the latter case, of course, the worst bureau-

*A good example o·r this common-enough method .of. thought can be found 
in the opening page· of'·. Gilly's article. He asserts that Castro --
despite being the leader of a socialist revolution and possessing · 
revolutionary -- "must" launch "an attack against and 
attempt to destroy the most politically' influential guerrilla move-
ment in· Latin America: the leadership of the ·Guatemalan f1R_..l} . .J.' 
Why? We are told by Gilly: " ... in order to · defe·nd Soviet. policy.J' . 
Not a shred of evidence is offered for a single one.of these assump-
tions; including the predominant influence of MR-13, although Gilly's 
subsequent deductions depend completely on 
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cratic elerrien-ts .would rise; to the top. and do whatever was demap.ded 
of' :·tliem-·'by: their ·more ·powe·rful counterparts abroa.ci. II If this dire. 
alternative env.isioned by Huberman.: and ,.Sweezy wer·e to be. realized, 

Trotskyists would call such a:.structure a degenerated ·or ct°eformed 
workers. s·tate;-··and; regardless of.,the pol·itical character of the · · 
regim·e, would _:-still defend it with all· their energy .and.· dete:rminat:lon 
against att.ack.· 

. ,· ;· . j- : ;- :· ; - ' . 
.. • ;_ .• • • ...t : -'·. -- • ' • ' • 

For Trotskyist theory, this politically very ·unwelcome out-· 
come would offer no difficulty. We have said from the beginning that 
the· Cuban ·Rev.elution ··m:qst e;xpand or it· will go dovm in one· way 
or another;c :revoluti9nary C..¥1?a .cannot·;remain ·isolated· .. 
However·; ,·:it still_ remains good advice not to cross bridges before 
you.come to·them.* 

· ·· ·· One of the .decisive factors in- a gualitative.-,change in Cuba· 
would be deep .demoralization among the masses, p•articularly the 
workers o As Trots.ky explained repeatedly, this was of the most 
important elements in the rise of Stalin. To _believe someone like 
Posadas, the masses are surging forward- in Cuba hold-
ing them in check. While· not too ·clear on the subject, Gilly appears 
to lean in that direction. He.claims, for instance, that .Castro dis-
torted Gilly's charge that Cuba failed to give "active _support'' to 
the Dominican Revolution, by making this out to mean ''the sending 
of soldiers and arms, " whereas Gilly meant "mobilization of the . ; . 
masses. 11 The purpose of the distortion, says Gilly, was "to contain 
the discontent of the Cuban masses who do not understand why Cuba 
did not act." 

The Cuban people have, .provided history with the world's out-
standing. example to date .of . unremitting mo:bilization. I1J would be 
blind· not t.9.' see. t:tie· role Castro has in this. Yet th.ere are 
probably s.igns of, weariness' to be det·ected: as year .after year 
passe:s o.f unbroken imperialist blockade, continual threat of in-
vas-ion -Emd international defeats like the one in Brazil. Accurate 
information on the mood of the Cuban people is needed· to judge _the 
state of health of the Revolution there. Unfortunately, this is not 
easily obtained, one of the reasons being that Cuba is in· the situa-
tiQn of a heavily besieged fortress. 

Perhaps this is the· p·lace to mention another hypothesis 
advanced· to explain:· ·Castro's·· attack on Trotskyism·a Cl:i.ff' Slaughter 
of the Socialist Labour League argues, in an. article e_ntitled: with. 
singular appropriateness.,·. "How not answer F·idel Castro·, " that · .. 
"Without a shadow of doubt, Castro's attack was part :of· a- world-Y[ide 

*The Socia1i.st League,: a British ul grop.p, 
Castro's attack,on·Trotskyism,as proof that ;Castro s-tands 
at the head of .a capitalist stateo The Posadas group,. which_ for all 
its ultraleftism is able to see that Cuba is at least a "deformed 
workers state," scores a telling point in criticizing the "brain-
less 11 SLL theoreticians for .suc·h a sectarian position. 
(See the Mar.ch issue -:of Red the ·mo:p.thly newsp.ape.r 4'.evoted :t9 
publishing 'the declarations of Juan Posadas in· English. }. • .. · .. · 
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reac·tion 1?Y Stalirtism to the ··growing influence of Trotskyism ... " 
(See the· March 26. Posadas anticipated the slower-witted 
British sectarian, declaring· January 17: uFidel Castro would not 

<come out ·with · stich groundless statements. if there did not ·exist with-
Cuba artd· within.:Guatemala a great development of Trotskyism. II 

Gilly'likewise ·sees a ·groiindswell of opposition to Castro in Cuba. 
which he identifies as "guevarista and pro-Chinese," identified in 
turn with the line of extending the world revolution; i.e. 5 Trotsky-
ism.;· 

_Unfortunately, these:statements correspond closer to wishes, 
than t6 reality. The edit6rS'of the Monthly Review are more accurate 
in stating that·r 11 Trotskyism is certainly ·not a large 6r important · 
political force in Latin America as a whole." My own impression· is· 
that Trotskyism has more prestige, standing and influence than the 
editors of the Monthly Review realize,· particularly in certain areas. 
This is especially true among the new generation of youth, who are 
not b.'\lrdened with old prejudices and who are turning to the books 
with open minds, anxious only.to learn something that can genuinely 
help· them in the revolutionary struggles they are engaged in.· .But 
Tr9t'seyism, it is true, has not suddenly begun advancing in a big 
waf organizationally and it remains a· rather small minority.current 
in· Latin America· as· a whole. Castro's attack is ··thus not a reaction 
to a sudden phenomenal growth of Trotskyism as·. the ul traleft · sec-
tarians hopefully assume. · · · 

What the sectarians leave out of account, either-due to.igno-
rance or to blindness, is that attacks such as Castro levelled 
against Trotskyism are not new in Cuba. The Stalinists, or those 
under Stal·inist. influence, have been campaigning· consistently in 
this ·way 'again.st s?-n.ce beginning of' the ·Revolution. 
In the July 30 and: August· 1962; -issues of ·The Militant, for · 
instance, · I had ·oecasion · to ·answer a series . of· artic,le s ·in Hoy that . 
attacked'TrotskyisiP;-utili-zing precisely the same: frame-up and amal""'." 
gam methods to be .... se-eh ih the attack·: voiced by Castro k Even the same 
"leading· Trotskyl;stu; was utili·zed; ·namely,· Juan Posadaso And he was 
not named. I had to' name him and;tdentify the source of the quota-
tions ascribed to "Trotskyism:. "* 

Were these Stalinist-engineered attacks occasioned by the 
"growing influence of Tro·t·skyism"? No .. · They- were directed -against 
the growing -,of. Fidel Castro; and his - appeals :.-to the rest 
of Latin America- to'. .follow the .. example of Cuba. ···,From the Stalinist 
point of view, of course, Castrois±n:does constitute a· species of the 
genus ·11 Trotskyis:iri. 'h • 

What is new-in the current at.tack is that it is voiced by 
Fidel Castro himself. ·;This can ;be' explained by a weakening of , .. 
Castro's position· in ·:relation <Moscow. Which is not necessarily. 
s·ynonymous with the· strengthening of Trotskyist influence. 

*The answer. t:<),,.Hoy was' reprinted: as a pamphlet, Trotskyism and the 
Cuban Revolution. New X:ork. 15 cents. 
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The Sino-Soviet Dispute·· 

Gilly pictures Fidel Castro as -having become a completely 
servi,1e: agent .of· t-he ·"peaceful coexistence" ·team; . 
so ·servi-1€' in fact,··as :to willingly carry out .orders :_to liquidate 
his co-leader Guevara. Likewise in accordance with his new role,· 
Castro utilized the Tricontinental Conference, as Gilly sees it, to 
launc-h· an ·utt-et·J..y:: "disloyal :and distorted attack -on ·the Chinese, 
using r:lce ·f\!:f B:. .. "* · -· ·- · . : . . , · ·. · · 

And where does Gilly stand in the Sin.o-Sovi·et dispute?· His 
article -is· with references to the . Chinese. Not one .of_ the 
references contains a word o.f cri ticisrrr:. Quite the contrary.: .uThe 
same line-," he tells us,; "unites the Guatemalan guerrillas' ·program, 
the posi tiori of the Chinese·, and that O'f supporters in Cuba.· 
It is the line of extension of the world revolution against the line 
of peaceful coexistence." .. "· · 

On this poirit it would seem that there is some subs-tance to 
the boast made by Posadas (in the March issue of Red Flag) that 
Gilly is a·Hjournalist influenced and orientated by the 
tional"; that is, the group headed by Posadas.** For those who are 

*The editors of the Monthly Review appear to agree. with Gilly's view 
that Castro used rice as a pretext." They state that they do not wish 
to imply any criticism of the Chinese decision to cut shipments of 
rice to ·cuba, the reasons given for this by the Chinese being "valid 
and justified." The·y add: "At the Tricontinental ·Conference Fidel 
ta"lked a lot about the duty of all revolutionaries to help Vie.tnam 
and carry on the struggle against imperialism. Do.es he now-presume· 
to tell-the Chinese, who are doing most of- the helping and a 
part of the struggling, that all 'that comes after -the duty t-o sup-
ply Cuba with the amount of rice it asks for?" The irony is mis-
placed. From the- viewpoint of defending revolutionary China against 
the escalating imperialist.aggression in Southeast Asia, it.would· 
seem well worth.while to make sure that no<slashes occur in the 

ration of the fighters in the front lines riinety miles from 
Miami. 

**There is ·sometimes a curious coincidence.betweenthe views of· 
Posadas and ·Giily. For instance on the· virtues of nuclear viar, ·we 
learn in a declaration made by Posadas December 4, 1965, and 
lished in. the ·December issue ·of Red Flag: "The nuclear war is at 
the same time the revolution." He predicts the annihilation of .New 
York, ·London and Moscow: 

'1-When ·the masses· of the world will ·see, will ."learn that 'New 
York is destroyed' ali the faith in the capitalist system and in 
the bourgeoisie and in the strength of capitalism will vanish." 
The disappearance of Moscow will have an opposite effecto "On the 
other.hand as we have sai:d·the bombardment of·Moscow will be the 
rising of the world proletariat and will provoke the revenge of the 
world and European proletariat." 

This is only the most recent formulation of a line advanced by 
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not connoisseurs of the remarkable declarations of Posadas, it .shou:ld 
be explained that among other oddities he believes that Mao· has taken 
over a good deal of the Posadas lineo In answering Castro, Posadas 
notes ili th satisfaction: "And the Chinese ·do not attack us; they have 
not said a word." Gilly could be charged with having been orientated 
to reciprocate. 

Do the Chinese bear no responsibility for ·the strengthening ·' 
of Stalinist tendencies in Cuba? Among the so-called "pro-Chinese;" 
two currents can be found. One consists of young revolutionists 
attracted by the guerrilla background of the Maoists·,· their firm 
declarations against.imperialism, and evefftheir ultraleftism. Castro 
and Guevara are outstanding The other ·current is Stalinist 
to the· bone. Examples can be found·in many places besid.es Albania. 
Mao ·1 s ret.abili tation of Stalin has encouraged and fortified this 
current. Posadas is simply dead wrong in his assumption that the· 
strengthening of the "pro-Chinese" elerients in Cuba·equates 
matically to the strengthening of Depending on other 
factors, it can just as well have the opposite.effect of strengthen-
ing the elements bitterly opposed to the 11de-Stalinization" process 
ini tj_ated at the famous twentieth congress of the Communist party __ of 
the So-v-iet Union. · 

:More ·importantly, Mao's policies are far from.being Leninist. 
Often they' are completely opportunist:ic_, the seeds of tragic 
defe&ts. An outstanding instance is the catastrophe in Indonesiao 

The Indonesian Communist party under Aidit's leadership 
espoused and followed the line of peaceful with Sukarno, 
the politic al leader· of=, the Indonesian bourgeoisie. Class collabox·a-
tion, practiced under the notorious theory of revolution "by stages," 
paved the way for the bigg·est debacle since the collapse of the 
German Communist. under Stalin's.· genius-like guidance. 

Posadas since he split·from the Fourthinternat.ional. Earlier formu..;.. 
lations ·are even more lurid:, the suggestion being made that it would 
be wise of the Y,.remlin to launch a preventive nuclear wa=:-u 

Now turn to Adolfo Gilly's introduction to the recently 
Studies in·a Dying Colonialism by Frantz Fanon: "And it is· easy to 
i:11lagi:ne that if one day the transistor radio of a Bolivian miner, 
or a Colombia.ii' peasant, or an Algerian fellah tells them that Moscow 
2_:_1C: F3ld1'.1S ht'..-r"e been destroyed by atomic bombs, they will rise ,_lp 
furiously and instanteously to destroy in turn all that which repre-
sents their enemies. And :Lf in the same moment they are also told , 
tbat, on the other side., New York has disappeared from the map, 
their strength will be multiplied because they will see that their 
enemies no longer have any support, and they will feel that an 
:i_mmense.weight has been· lifted from their shoulders." 

Gilly adds that· 11Perhaps this thesis is not very inspiring for 
a resident. of New ·\ve can agree uith him on that. 
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.. Peking, itself practicing· ''peaceful coexistence" with Sukarno, 
covered up Aidit's opportunism if not-directly fostering and encour_:_ 
aging it ... · before, during, nor -since the great mass slaughter 
of Communists in' Indonesia, have the virtu·6s-'os in. the. thought of Mao 
provide·q_ ·'the' \iorl'd revolutionary movement with a<Marxis·t analysis ·of; 
the.·disaster which the policy of peaceful coexisteh·ce in 
Indori_e.sia. * -

Coming still closer to home, we note Gilly's silence·about 
Peking's open rejection of a united-front policy in defending Viet-
nam: against imperialist aggression. Mao publicly rejects.--a united 
front w-ith rrevisionists and opportunists as if Lenin '.s tini t-ed. 
fronF policy_ were. de':signed f<?.r anything. excep-t opening up.: the· 
possibility for common action with -and opportunists 
against a common enemy and." ·thus proving ih practice the superiority 
of Bolshevik policie·s and· methods of struggle. 

Mao's rejection of a united front policy has done immense 
harm to the international defense of Vietnam, making it much easier, 
for for Brezhnev-Kosygin to reduce the· flow of -material 
aid to H-8.rioi to proportions far the situation calls for. 
One of the consequences was to block es·tablishment of a common 
governmental front of all the workers states that would have widened 
the opportunity for the Cuban-government' to play an independent role 
in relat;ion to both Mosco1.v ·and 

The end -result:, given Cuba's position and 
China's incapacity· to subst-i tute for the Soviet Union as a source 
of material aid, was to compel Havana to move closer to Moscow in 
the Sino-Savi.et dispute than it ·may: have wished to.·· It· is absurd 
and ridiculous to _equate· Mao's error· on this· lev:el ·with his position 
on the legal ins and outs of the protocol for exchanging rice and 
sugar. Behind the absurdity is.the; assumption that China with its 
650 million people and Cuba with only 7 million (just off the coast 
o'f Florida) stand in equal relation to the threat of American imper-
ialismo · 

In view of these facts is there not some justice to Castro's 
bitter accusat.ions about Peking seeking to use economic blackmail in 
search of political concessions from Hav:ana? 

*Last 15 Gene.ral Sec_retary Saturnine Paredes gave a report. 
at the fifth national conference of the pro-Peking Peruvian Commun-
ist the line 6f which did not differ in essentials from the 
line followed by Aidit although ·it did·stress the need for a long 
armed Paredes called for the formation of a "patriotic 
liber'a'.ti"6n front" that would include the "national bourge.oisie. 11 

The "strategic objective of the revolution is anti-imperialist and 
anti-feudal," said Paredes, and its objective is to "establish a new 
people's regime. " Paredes warned that the pro spec ti ve .. hourgeoi.s ally 
"may" betray the revolution. Not a word about socialist revolution! 
(See the report in the March 9 bulletin issued by the Hsinhua News 
Agency.·) 
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In this whole complex situation no greater error could be 
made than to lose sight of the correct stand taken by the Cubans in 
favor of_an ef'fective united-front against the American imperialist 
aggression in Vietnam. Castro took an open public stand on 
immediately after Johnson·ordered the bombing of north Viet:riciin in. 
February 1965. Castro called for vigorous defensive and, as 
a token of what was meant, the Cuban government sent a shipment of 
sugar to Hanoia Moreover the Cubans have repeatedly said they are 
willing to send volunteers to fight in Vietnam. 

The Cubans.made. this oneof the main themes at the Tricontin-
ental Castro repeated:it in a March 13, cail{ng 
for sufficient "conventional" arro.s·for the Democratic Republiq of. 
Vietnam to c stop. the American bomb:ings The: Cuban delegation at• the 
twenty-third congress of the Communist party of the Soviet Union : 
proposed that material aid be sent to the battlefront in such quan-
tities as to convert north Vietnam into a cemetery for American 
planes. 

:How strange ·that Gilly, who has given considerable evidence 
of genuine perceptiveness, should see none of: this! Preconceived 
notions indeed have power· to blind one to real facts. 

Finally.· let us note remarkable oversight in Gilly's 
articl8. He does not make even reference to the Cuban-
Yugoslav disputeo Yet this is so sharp that the Cubans exercised 
their influence to exclude the. Yugoslav delegation from the Tricon-
tinental Conference while voting to seat the .Chinese!· 

The· differences between·· Belgrade and Havana should be_ of con-
cern to Gilly if. he is really inter_ested in substantiating his 
notion that Castro has committed.himself to advancing the line of 
peaceful This_ is precisely. th_e key :issue in dispute 
between the ·two sides. The· _Ti toists condemn the Cubans. for maintai!l-- · 
ing the position that the road to power lies through armed struggle.;. 
the Cubans score the Titoists for their opportunism and their 
friendly relations with bourgeois forces in Latin America, particu-
larly the Betancourt and Leoni regimes· in Venezuela. 

Leaving aside the problem of bringing Belgrade· into a united 
front against American imperialism (which is not easily solved in 
view of Tito's softness toward Washington and the failure of Moscow 
and· Peking to· set up an ac:tual united front), the dispute- between 
the Cubans and the Yugoslavs is of particular interest to 
tionary Marxists in gauging the limits of Castro's political _con-
cessions to the Kremlin. Since the dispute is a public one, it can 
easily be followed. Up to now the· ul tralefts have not commented on · 
it, p'referring to ignore it out of concern for maintaining their 
preconceived patterno ·· , 

The Tricontinental Conference 

The Tricontinental Conference should be judged against this 
background. Gilly labels it "a conference without glory and without 
program .. " In this judgment he comes close to the extreme sectarian 
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_ _view that the "main purpose" of the conference "was to provide a 
safety-valve for middle-class charlatans like Cheddi Jagan and 
class demagogues like Allende to blow off steam against imperia:lism, 
neocolonialism and what-have-you.'' (Socialist Labour League· theoret;i-
cian Michael Banda in the February 5 Newsletter.) Pos·adas ·offers an. _ 
intriguing variant: It ·was a "de·feat" for Castro. 

In a declaration dat'ed Jamiary -2-1 (I do not have it in the 
original; Spanish and must rely on·· the French version published in 
the<February 2'5 issue of Lutte Posadas maintains that- · 
the positions taken by the Tricontinental Conference were revolution-
ary "only in form" but not in substance since it did not issue calls 
mbbilizing the masses agains-t imperialism and did not come out with 
a revolutionary program. Nevertheless Fidel Castro was "routed. II. . 

( "C 'est une deroute pour· -Fidel Castro. ") The Tricontinental meeting 
at Havana, we are told, "demonstrated the enormous force of the rev-
olution and the tendency, the objective necessity of unifying the 
Colonial Revolution." These forces were so strong that Fidel Castro 
"was compelled to make his firs_t speech the very opposite•of what 
he had been thinking of giving." Posadas, we must believe, has very· 
good sources of information! · 

"Independently of the objectives it had, independently of 
the revolutionary resolutions, in form not more, independently of 
the interests and the objec-tives ·or the organizations present, it 
was the influence of the col.onial · revolution and -that of- the Workers· 
State in its highest form _..;..- the Chinese Workers State -- that 
triumphed," Posadas assures uso The triumph consisted of nine dele-
gations opposed to peaceful coexistence who succeeded in influencing 
the other delegationso "It was :a-defeat-for all the co_nciliatory 
perspectives sought by Fidel.Castro."· 

Well and good. If there is any sense_-at all to this word 
salad, we are forced to conclude that Gilly i:s more sectarian than 
Posadas in his judgment of the Tricontinental Conference. 

The editors of the Monthly Reviev! perform a service for their 
readers, in my opinion, in taking a balanced view of the conference 
and its meaning, a view much closer to the contradictory realityo 
The conference did represent a positive achievement. It did strike-· 
a heavy blow against -the illusions. of "peaceful coexistence ... " And 
this was the line of -the Cubans, -both as hosts of the gathering and 
as- participants in its deliberations-. 

Nevertheless the editor-s·of the Monthly Review are fully 
justified in taking a reserved view, as to how well the militant 
tone that characterized the proceedings is reflected in practice. 
They hold that the test· will come in Cairo in 1968 when the second 
Tricontinental Conference is held. The object and goal for Cairo, 
in their opinion, must be "to' take a giant step forward, to go 
beyond Havana, to proclaim socialism as the necessary and indispens-
able condition of real national' liberation.,, 

This vvould undoubtedly.be a highly desirable step forward. 
I think, however, that we will be able to determine much sooner 
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than that whether or not the Castro leadership has ·given up its 
policy of seeking to extend the Cuban Revolution and· sold out to ... 
the ·1irie o·f .peaceful coexistence as practiced by the Kremlin. The· · · 
continuation of the .first ·Tricontiriental Conference. and the ·tes.t of.' 
its real :line ·will be ... o"bseryed in the development of the class strug,.. 
gle in the immediate future, above all.in Latin America. 

In agreeing that the first Tricontinental Conference did score 
positive· achievements, I do not wish to :imply that it did not suffer 
from serious limitations. The scre.en:Lng of. the delegations was one , . 
of .them.*· 

Gilly's completely negative reaction to the conference in:ftB· 
programmatic aspects is likewise not without an element of truth. If 
the conference was intended to found an International, it was cer-
tainly a prime example· of "centrism." But .then the sponsors of ·the 
conference, the Cubaris. in particular, made no claim to such an·· 
ambitious undertaking. It was a conference with limited aims .. These 
included· giving a boost to united action in ·behalf of the -vietnamese· 
freedom fighters and to the concept that the road to power in coun-. · 
tries where democracy has been suffocated lies through armed strug-
gle. 

Qui-te· evidently the program of revolutionary Marxism 'encom-
passes much-more than this .. But. it is evident that at this point the 
discus-sion can progress satisfactorily only if we turn to· the broad 
problem of building _mas$ parties. 

When Gilly, for instance, refers· to the: Guatemalan guerrilla 
fighters as being usituated in the center of .the political battle 
for the program of the world revolution, ':t he exaggerates. The 
struggle being conducted by MR-13 is very important, but is there 
more to be learned·fro:rn it· either by.way of program or example than 
from the struggle led by the.Peruvian Trotskyist leader Hugo Blanco? 
Internationally,- does th.e situation in Guatemala transcend insigni-
ficance the situation in Indonesia? And what about Vietnam, which 
at the moment constitutes world situation? 

It is very.good. that opposes ·the line of peaceful co-
existence with:. the Guatemalan representatives of Yankee imperialism 
and adheres to the program of socialist revolution .. This ,program, 
however-, can be ·discussed· in relation to .many situations besides the 
one in Guatemala where considerable>factional heat has beengener-. 
ated. Thus without losing sight of the specific situation there or 
the interests of the. Guat·em9-1an ·freedom fighters, it might prove 
profitable to take a more general view. · 

For example, the editors of the· Monthly Review refrain from 

*Posadas bears d.6i..in heavily on this· in his January 21 declaration. 
"vi.ho elected the delegates to this. Congress? Who designated them?" 
he asks cuttingly .. The questions, pertinent as they are,·do not 
lack in irony coming .from .organizer of a rump congress.that 
founded .a, .counterfeit· "Fourth International." · 
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.. getting involved in the specific dispute as to whether or not there 
are "Trotskyites" in the MR-13 and whether or not it has a "Trotsky-
ist program." Instead they pose the- issue on a broader basis: "After 
visiting South America in 1963 we stated our opinion in these pages 
that there is no such thing as feudalism in Latin America and that 
it therefor·e makes no sen.s·e to tal-k ·about a bourgeois ·revolution. 11 

And again: ·0 But if Fidel Castro ahd the· Latin American Communist 
Parties duc_k the question of socialism, and still more if they 
attack as Trotskyi tes all who openly struggle· for a specifical-
ly socialist revolution, th.en: the prospects for· Latin ·Amer'ican Tro:t-
skyis.II1 _be vastly improved. For the necessity, and indeed the _: 
inevitability, Of S'C)Cialist revolution, not ·in some vague future 
but as the next historical stage in Latin America· is rooted in ·the. 

imperialist-enforced reality of that region." 

we reach the root of the question. The specific 'co.ntri-· 
bution to re'volut±onary theory that has become·labelled'aS "Trotsky--
ism, 11 fs nqt merely unyield_ing recognition or· the necessity for 
socialist revolution on a world-scale -- the ultraleft sectarians. 
do thfs in' .all: sincerity and ·they should be credit for it. 

What Trotskyism offers is a transitional political approach, 
the methodical search for points of contact with masses of workers 
and peasants who _may have a backward outlook,. who may be under the 
influence of conservative or demag·o.gic leaders or- opportunist par-
ties. 'The approach consists ·or finding slogans, aims, or suggested 
measures that are acceptable to the masses at their given level of 
political development but which nevertheless correspond to objective 
necessities and which, once undertaken, tend to carry them toward 
socialist revolution and full political consciousness. 

This transitional approach is applicable and required in the 
imperialist countries but has special meaning in the underdeveloped 
areas of the world where feudal conditions do exist, ·where the bour-
geoisie have failed to carry out the tasks of the bourgeois demo-
cratic revolution, or where the struggle against imperialist domina-
tion leads to nationalist moods. 

In tribute to Marx, who formulated the germinal idea, Trotsky 
named this theory, which permeates his writings and which guided all 
his political activities from 1905 on, the theory of "permanent 
revolution. " The theory· of _:_permanent revolution· is not at all some-
thing exotic. It was applied for the first time in the Russian 
olution of 1917 where it provided the guidelines for taking the 
struggl-e against feudalistic Czarism into the socialistic phase 
that culminated in the establishment of the first workers state in 
history. 

It provides an incomparable key·to understanding the inner 
logic of the revolutionary events of our time. It is very much in-
volved in the problem under discussion -- the question of extending 
the Cuban Revolution. The Cubans, in fact, ·really owe it to them-
selves to become acquainted with the:theory. ·They will be ·surprised 
to discover how well Trotsky foresaw· the logic of the revolution 
they carried out by feeling their way through the more costly method 
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of trial and erroro 

To· return to the limitations of the Tricontinental Conferenceo 
If a question mark must be placed on its decision$ being 
in practice, the primary reason i,S the absence of mass revoll1tionary-
socialist parties in Latin They have yet to be organiz_ed.. · 
The Cuban Revolution gave a great impulse in this direction,part:icu-
larly by helping to end the authority of.the fossilized Communist 
and· Social-Democratic formations. But . the·. heavy and sometimes cate- . 
gorical emphasis· on the, efficacy of to the exclu-· 
sion.:of other means, promoted by both Havana'$ and Peking's teach-
ings-, ·has· tended to stand in the road, of organizing parties buiJ. t in 
the Leninist·. pattern.· Perhaps this phase is coming· to an end. 

The contingents that will form the cadres of these parties are 
new separated in various _formations, from independent revolutionar-
ies .. to authentic Trotskyists, i_ncluding the gerrilla movements and 
the youth sectors of some of the Communist. p_arties tha_t We;I'e repre-
sent·ed at· the Tricontinental Conference o If one qf ·the. ef.fects of 
the conference is to bring them-together in revolutionary actions 
the party-building process will be hastened in Latin America. We 
hope that this proves to be· . . 

In that event Castro·' s _attack on Trotskyism will t-µrn. out to 
have· been· an:-episodic step backward and not the beginning of. a major 
betrayal.spelling doom for the bright hopes awakened by the.Cuban 
Revolution and its· leaders. 

SWEDISH STUDENTS CALL FOR VIETNAMESE SOLIDARITY FUND 

·The Swedish Social Democratic student movement has submitted 
the following resolution to the International Union of Social.ist 
Youth, which is meeting in Vienna June 2-5: 

11 The National Liberation Front (NLF) in Vietnam is fighting 
for the right to peace, self-determination and social justice for 
the Vietnamese ·people. 

·"The United States of America ·considers .this to be a threat 
to its economic and military positions in_SQutheast Asiao In.the 
name of dem·ocracy, the USA daily bombs· ·and destroys vil.lage-s" rice;. 
fields, roads, bridges, factories :and human beings in south and . -. 
north· Vietnam. 

"It is the obvious duty of the socialist youth of the world 
to give all the· support it can to the NLF in this struggle. 

"The Swedish Social Democratic Students Union therefore moves 
that the IUSY start.a solidarity ·rund for the NLF and that a collec-
tion be taken up among the participantis. of the eighth IUSY congr_ess 
and that the money thus ·received be. ·sent to the I\fLF in the .name ,of 
the IUSY." 


